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Abstract: We show how the SUSY flavour and CP problems can be solved using gauged
SU(3) family symmetry previously introduced to describe quark and lepton masses and
mixings, in particular neutrino tri-bimaximal mixing via constrained sequential dominance.
The Yukawa and soft trilinear and scalar mass squared matrices and kinetic terms are ex-
panded in powers of the flavons used to spontaneously break the SU(3) family symmetry,
and the canonically normalized versions of these matrices are constructed. The soft mass
matrices are then expressed in the Super-CKM basis, and the leading order mass inser-
tion parameters are calculated, and are shown to satisfy the experimental constraints from
flavour changing neutral current processes. Assuming that CP is spontaneously broken
by the flavons, the next-to-leading order effects responsible for CP violation are then esti-
mated, and the predictions for electric dipole moments are shown to be an order of magni-
tude more suppressed than those predicted from the constrained minimal supersymmetric
standard model (CMSSM), and may be further suppressed if the high energy trilinear soft
parameter is assumed to be relatively small. We also predict that, unlike in the CMSSM,
ε′K/εK may be dominated by the SUSY operator O8. We also discuss the additional con-
straints from unification, which can lead to further predictions for flavour changing in our
scheme.
Keywords: Beyond Standard Model, Quark Masses and SM Parameters.
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1. Introduction
The Flavour Problem in the Standard Model (SM) is one of the deepest mysteries in
physics. In the absence of neutrino mass and mixing, the flavour sector of the SM involves
ten parameters related to the quark sector (six masses, three angles and one phase) plus the
three charged lepton masses. In the presence of neutrino mass and mixing [1], there could be
a further nine parameters (three Majorana masses, three angles and three phases), or more
or less parameters depending on the precise origin of neutrino masses and mixing. The
qualitative smallness of neutrino mixing has led many people to conclude that neutrino
mass must be associated with new physics beyond the SM, although there is so far no
consensus on the nature of that new physics. A minimal Majorana approach is to consider
higher order non-renormalizable dimension five operators of the form λijLiLjHH/Mij [2]
where Li are lepton doublets, H are Higgs doublets, λij are Yukawa couplings and Mij are
some large mass scales. A minimal Dirac approach is to conserve lepton number and add
right-handed neutrinos Nj and couple them to lepton doublets as hijLiNjH where hij are
(very small) Yukawa couplings. There are of course many other approaches, some of which
map onto one or other of these minimal approaches, and some which do not.
It has recently been realised that SU(3) family symmetry [3], [4] can lead to a solution
to the Flavour Problem of the SM, including answers to the five distinct questions: Why
are there three families of quarks and leptons? Why are quark and charged lepton masses
so peculiar? Why are neutrino masses so small? Why is lepton mixing so large compared
to quark mixing? What is the origin of CP violation? The answer to the first question
is provided by gauging the SU(3) symmetry, which puts the question of three families on
the same footing as that of the three quark colours. The peculiar nature of the quark
and charged lepton masses is accounted for in terms of hierarchical textures based on
powers of expansion parameters, each of which is not itself very hierarchical (typically of
order 0.1). The smallness of neutrino masses will be due to the see-saw mechanism [5],
and the large lepton mixing will be due to the sequential dominance (SD) mechanism [6],
[7]. Indeed present neutrino oscillation data is consistent with approximate tri-bimaximal
lepton mixing [8], and this can be readily achieved with constrained sequential dominance
(CSD) [9], [10], [11]. Finally the origin of CP violation can be due to the spontaneous
breaking of the SU(3) family symmetry [12], [13].
In hierarchical models, SU(3) family symmetry is broken by so called flavon vacuum
expectation values (VEVs) 〈φ〉, which may also have CP violating phases, and the Yukawa
couplings are generated in terms of powers of some expansion parameters ε = |〈φ〉|/M
where M is the so called messenger mass scale. If ε < 1 then such small expansion param-
eters can serve to describe the small Yukawa couplings in a hierarchical parametrization.
Such parametrizations have been proposed based on symmetric Yukawa matrices with the
(1, 1) elements being zero, allowing the successful fermion mass relations to emerge. In
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fact, in the quark sector, since the up-type quark masses are more hierarchical than the
down-type quark masses, two expansion parameters are required: ε ≈ 0.05 and ε¯ ≈ 0.15,
with the quark Yukawa matrices taking the approximate form [15]:
Y u ≈


0 ε3 ε3
ε3 ε2 ε2
ε3 ε2 1

 , Y d ≈


0 ε¯3 ε¯3
ε¯3 ε¯2 ε¯2
ε¯3 ε¯2 1

 , (1.1)
with independent undetermined order unity coefficients multiplying each matrix element
suppressed above. Recently a phenomenological fit has been performed which determines
the coefficients of the individual matrix elements and the expansion parameters of such
Yukawa textures precisely at high energies by comparing to the quark masses and mix-
ings run up to the high energy scale. Such an analysis assumes low energy (TeV scale)
supersymmetry (SUSY), and includes possible low energy SUSY threshold effects [16].
With the addition of low energy SUSY the Flavour Problem increases dramatically,
due to the undetermined superpartner masses, mixings and phases that must also be ex-
plained [17]. Indeed in SUSY extensions of the SM there are typically about a hundred
or so additional physical parameters associated with the soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian,
depending on the precise nature of the SUSY SM and the origin of neutrino masses and
mixings in the SUSY context. Moreover much of this parameter space is ruled out by the
fact that high precision LEP measurements, Tevatron particle searches, and high statistics
experiments such as searches for charged lepton flavour violation and electric dipole mo-
ments, as well as Kaon and B flavour physics experiments are almost all consistent with
the SM [17]. The only flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) that have been observed
are those consistent with the SM expectations. The only significant crack in the SM edi-
fice is the hint of new physics coming from the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
[18]. Many people argue that if SUSY was present at the TeV scale, there would have
been many signals of this by now, given the overwhelmingly large regions of soft SUSY
parameter space in which SUSY by now would have been discovered. Indeed fine-tuning
arguments indicate that much of the remaining parameter space of the minimal supersym-
metric standard model (MSSM) is unnatural or fine-tuned, mainly due to the failure to
discover the Higgs boson at LEP [19], and this is particularly accentuated if one requires
the MSSM to give electroweak baryogenesis, although both problems can be alleviated in
the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) [20].
In this paper we shall show how SU(3) family symmetry can not only solve the Flavour
Problem of the SM, but also that of its SUSY extensions. It has been also known for some
time that, if the SM was extended to include SUSY, then, in the SU(3) family symmetry
limit, the soft squark and slepton mass squared matrices would have a universal form,
proportional to unit matrices, enforced by the SU(3) family symmetry. However, in the
SU(3) family symmetry limit, the Yukawa and soft trilinear matrices vanish, so in the real
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world the family symmetry must be spontaneously broken leading simultaneously to flavour
in the Yukawa sector, and violations of universality in the soft SUSY breaking sector. In
principle therefore SU(3) family symmetry can provide simultaneously a solution to the
Flavour Problem not only in the SM but also in its SUSY extensions, since the violations
of squark and slepton soft mass universality are controlled by the same order parameters
ε as are responsible for the origin of Yukawa couplings, resulting in the prediction of
(suppressed) FCNCs [12], [13]. Furthermore, it has been postulated that CP is an exact
symmetry of the high energy (string) theory being spontaneously broken (only) by phases
in the flavon VEVs. In such a case SU(3) family symmetry can explain the smallness of
the phases in soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian in general, and the suppression of electric
dipole moments (EDMs) of the neutron and electron in particular [12], [13]. These previous
analyses were performed in the framework of a specific scenario for SUSY breaking, namely
SUGRA [12], [13], and it is of interest to know how much of the effects arise from the SU(3)
family symmetry and how much from the details of the SUGRA model.
In this paper we shall perform a detailed bottom-up operator analysis of the soft SUSY
breaking Lagrangian in terms of a spontaneously broken SU(3) family symmetry, where
the operator expansions are assumed to be SU(3)-symmetric. We shall make a careful
estimate of the mass insertion parameters describing flavour changing and CP violation,
keeping track explicitly of all the coefficients, including a careful treatment of canonical
normalization effects. Although our analysis is independent of the details of the mechanism
of SUSY breaking (as long as the SUSY breaking scale is higher than the scale of the family
symmetry breakdown so that the effective soft SUSY-breaking operators do obey the family
symmetry) the results do depend on the precise way that the family symmetry is broken.
For definiteness we shall assume that the SU(3) family symmetry is spontaneously broken
in such a way as to give rise to tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing, with small corrections to tri-
bimaximal lepton mixing coming from quark-like charged lepton mixing angles predicted
from theory, leading to a prediction for θ13 and a neutrino mixing sum rule [9], [21], [22],
[23].
This approach requires three specific types of flavon fields, each of which is an anti-
triplet of the SU(3) family symmetry, and each of which has a particular type of vacuum
alignment, namely: 〈φ3〉 ∼ (0, 0, 1), 〈φ23〉 ∼ (0, 1, 1), 〈φ123〉 ∼ (1, 1, 1), up to phases.
In practice, the desired vacuum alignment must also ensure that
〈
φ†23
〉
. 〈φ123〉 = 0, in
accordance with the CSD requirements necessary to yield tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing
[9], [10]. Within such a framework, assuming such flavons, we shall perform a bottom-up
operator expansion of the soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian, focussing on the predictions for
the soft squark and slepton mass squared matrices, and the soft trilinear mass matrices.
Since a similar operator expansion also predicts the quark and lepton Yukawa matrices, we
are then able to construct the soft mass squared and trilinear mass matrices in the basis in
which the charged fermions are diagonal, the so called super-CKMbasis [17] (for the quarks)
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and an analogous diagonal charged lepton basis, under certain common assumptions about
the messenger sectors. The mass-insertion δ parameters may then be directly read-off in
this basis, leading to the prediction of (suppressed) FCNCs. We note that such predictions
provide a smoking gun signature of the SU(3) family symmetry in the SUSY spectrum,
providing an indirect test of such a symmetry which would be difficult to verify without
SUSY. One technicality worth mentioning is that violations of SU(3) family symmetry also
give rise to non-canonically normalized kinetic terms [24], [25] and we are always careful to
include the effects of canonically normalising these terms before interpreting the physical
results.
Our analysis may be compared to the other related analyses in the literature mentioned
above [12], [13]. These previous analyses of the SUSY flavour and CP issues were based
on the gravity mediated or SUGRA type of SUSY breaking, together with SU(3) family
symmetry. In this paper we shall focus on the role played by the family symmetry if it
is extended appropriately to the soft SUSY-breaking sector. As we shall see, SU(3) in
certain realizations can be powerful enough to significantly alleviate the SUSY flavour and
CP problem of the low-scale supersymmetry. Although the details are model-dependent,
many of the predictions will be relying only on the basic features of the SU(3) symmetry.
In this paper we assume a specific scenario involving the three flavons φ3, φ23, φ123
whose vacuum alignment gives rise to tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing, since such a model
has not been discussed previously, even in the SUGRA context. Compared to previous
models, the effect of the new flavon φ123 is to greatly simplify the analysis, enabling a full
and detailed treatment in which we keep track explicitly of all the dimensionless coefficients
through the procedure of canonical normalization and going to the SCKM basis. In the
previous models, the operator analysis was much more complicated, rendering an explicit
treatment intractable [12], [13]. Furthermore, we shall show that in the tri-bimaximal
models the EDMs have an additional Cabibbo suppression factor compared to the previous
models [12], [13].
We may also compare the results of such models based on SU(3) family symmetry to
the conventional minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) or constrained minimal supersymmetric
standard model (CMSSM) approaches. The latter assume or postulate universal soft mass
matrices at the high energy scale, and any observed non-universality at low energy is due
to renormalization group (RG) running effects, including those due to the right-handed
neutrino couplings entering the see-saw mechanism. In the present paper we consider the
corrections to non-universality already at the high energy scale, due to the SU(3) violating
effects of flavons. This implies that we predict a higher amount of flavour changing than
in mSUGRA or CMSSM, in general, although still below current experimental limits.
However predicted EDMs in the effective SU(3) family symmetry approach are in fact
smaller than those predicted in mSUGRA or CMSSM, being suppressed by approximately
one further power of the Cabibbo angle. Similar results would also apply if SU(3) family
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symmetry is replaced by a discrete subgroup [26], which has the additional benefits of being
more readily obtained in string theory, yielding more readily the desired flavon vacuum
alignments, and not being subject to additional sources of flavour violating D-terms. In
any case we do not consider the D-terms sources of flavour violation at all in this paper,
since they have recently been considered elsewhere [27]. Finally we note that other class
of tri-bimaximal models based on SO(3) [9], [28] and ∆(12) = A4 [29] family symmetry
have been proposed, and they will be considered in a future publication, along with a full
analysis in the framework of an effective SUGRA approach.
The plan of the remainder of the paper is as follows: In section 2 we introduce SU(3)
family symmetry models with tri-bimaximal mixing, including our operator analysis for
the Yukawa matrices, the trilinear and scalar soft matrices and the Ka¨hler potential. We
also discuss the constraints of GUTs, and in particular SO(10). We then go on to recast
the results in the canonically normalized basis, keeping explicit track of all the coefficients.
In section 3 we discuss the phenomenology arising from our operator expansions. First
we make some general remarks about SUSY flavour changing, including the SCKM basis,
defining the mass insertion parameters, and giving a survey of the experimental constraints
on these parameters, before discussing the SUSY Flavour and CP Problems. We then per-
form a phenomenological analysis of the SU(3) family symmetry models with tri-bimaximal
mixing, and give explicit forms for the soft mass matrices in the SCKM basis, to leading or-
der in our expansion parameters, with and without GUT constraints, from which the mass
insertion parameters can be readily extracted and compared to the data, after including
the effects of RG running. CP violation is then discussed, which requires a next-to-leading
order operator analysis. The CP violation relevant for third family phenomenology, EDMs
and the Kaon system is subsequently discussed in detail. Finally section 4 concludes the
paper.
A note about notation:
In what follows we shall work in three different bases - the (current) basis in which the model
is originally formulated, the canonical basis in which the kinetic terms receive canonical
form and finally the physical super-CKM (SCKM) basis that is very convenient for SUSY
phenomenology.
The couplings entering the effective expansions in the defining basis shall be denoted
by a unique operator-specific single-digit numerical subscript like e.g. y1, a2, k3, b4 etc.
(appearing in the Yukawa, trilinear, Ka¨hler and soft-mass-squared sectors respectively).
The corresponding matrix structures shall be equipped with hats, i.e. Yˆ , Aˆ, Kˆ and mˆ2
and so on. Once we get to the canonical basis the relevant matrices will lose the hats (i.e.
we shall use Y , A, m2) and their entries shall be denoted by the same set of letters as before
but with position-specific (i.e. double) subscripts (e.g. y12, a23, b33 etc.). Last, the SCKM
basis quantities will all receive tildes, i.e. Y˜ shall be diagonal matrices with eigenvalues
y˜11, y˜22 and y˜33; A˜ matrices will be given in terms of a˜ij coefficients and so on.
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Second, unless specified otherwise, we shall denote the SM matter SU(2)L doublet
fields Q, L by f while f c will be used for the corresponding SU(2)L singlets u
c, dc, ec, νc.
On the other hand, f as a superscript in the Yukawa and trilinear sector couplings (e.g.
yf1 , a
f
1 etc.) shall correspond to u, d, e, ν in the usual manner, i.e. for instance y
u will show
up in the up-type Yukawa sector couplings ∝ QY uucHu etc. We shall also drop all the
charge conjugation matrices in the supersymmetric Yukawa couplings.
2. SU(3) and SUSY: Operator expansions and canonical normalization
2.1 SU(3) predictions for Yukawa matrices
In the MSSM, the Yukawa piece of the superpotential is given by
WY = εαβ
[
−Hˆαu QˆβiY uij uˆcj − Hˆαd QˆβiY dij dˆcj − Hˆαu LˆβiY νij νˆcj − Hˆαd LˆβiY eij eˆcj
]
. (2.1)
If a family symmetry is employed, the Yukawa operators originate from higher dimensional
operators involving flavons which break the family symmetry, and one can write in general
WY =
∑
{f,fc}
Hˆfˆ
(∑
ΦΦ′
yff
c
ΦΦ′
Φˆ⊗ Φˆ′
M2ffc,ΦΦ′
+ . . .
)
fˆ c + . . . (2.2)
where fˆ and fˆ c stand for the flavour multiplets of left chiral superfields in the model1,
Φˆ, Φˆ′ etc. are generic symbols denoting flavon fields in a specific model and Hˆ is the
Higgs superfield of the relevant hypercharge. The number of such multiplets depends on
the family symmetry imposed. In this paper we are mainly concerned with an SU(3)
family symmetry, under which both left and right-handed fields are triplets 3, so in this
case fˆ runs only over the two triplets Qˆ, Lˆ and fˆ c denotes only four structures - the
triplets uˆc, dˆc, eˆc and νˆc where Qˆ = (Qˆ1 . . . Qˆ3), Lˆ = (Lˆ1 . . . Lˆ3) while fˆ c stands for
uˆc = (uˆc1 . . . uˆc3), dˆc = (dˆc1 . . . dˆc3) etc. The tensor products of the Φˆ, Φˆ′ etc. flavons are
coupled appropriately to the matter sector bilinears so that the whole structure is a family
symmetry singlet.
Note also that there are in principle at least two distinct types of messengers entering
the formula (2.2), in particular those transmitting the SU(2)L doublet nature of f = Q,L
to the Higgs VEV insertion point (for definiteness let’s call them χQ,L), and also the singlet
ones propagating further the remaining SU(3)c ⊗U(1)Y quantum numbers to f c = uc, dc,
ec and νc (to be called χu,d,e,ν). However, for the sake of simplicity, we shall use a generic
symbol Mf for both these classes and come back to this distinction only upon getting to
physical implications2.
1The summation here is taken over the “chirality” pairs of f and fc only, e.g. {f, fc} = {Q, dc}, {L, ec}
for H = Hd etc. The ellipses stand for higher order flavon and/or SM singlet Higgs insertions.
2In this study we shall not, however, address the question of topology of the underlying messenger
sector Feynman graphs giving rise to the operators under consideration. An interested reader can find more
information for instance in [28] and references therein.
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As discussed in the Introduction, it has been pointed out that the observed close-to
tri-bimaximal lepton mixing, along with the main features of the quark and charged lepton
masses and mixings, can be understood if there are three flavons φ3, φ23, φ123 which are
antitriplets 3¯ with VEVs pointing in particular directions in SU(3) space, that appear
in the following Yukawa operators (dropping superfield hats and using f instead of the
redundant ff c indices) [10]:
WY = f
if cj
H
M2f
[
yf1 (φ123)i(φ23)j + y
f
2 (φ23)i(φ123)j + y
f
3 (φ3)i(φ3)j + y
f
4 (φ23)i(φ23)j
]
+ . . .
This approach requires a particular vacuum alignment in the SU(3) space: 〈φ3〉 ∼ (0, 0, 1),
〈φ23〉 ∼ (0, 1, 1), 〈φ123〉 ∼ (1, 1, 1), up to phases. These structures should emerge from
minimization of the relevant piece of the total scalar potential. However, a full-fledged
discussion of how this can be achieved is beyond the scope of this work and we shall defer
an interested reader to the original paper [10] for further details.
Let us see now how the generic phase condition
〈
φ†23
〉
. 〈φ123〉 = 0 (which is necessary
to yield tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing in accordance with the constrained sequential dom-
inance requirements [9]) can be mapped onto the phase structure of the vacuum. Including
the most general set of phases, the desired vacuum structure can be written as3:
〈φ123〉 =


eiω1
ei(ω2+φ1)
ei(ω3+φ2)

u1 , 〈φ23〉 =


0
eiω2
ei(ω3+φ3)

u2 , 〈φ3〉 =


0
0
eiω3

⊗
(
uu3 0
0 ud3
)
(2.3)
where the phases ωi can be removed by SU(3) transformations, so may be regarded as
unphysical. Indeed the CSD condition that
〈
φ†23
〉
. 〈φ123〉 = 0 requires [10, 9]:
φ2 − φ1 = φ3 − pi (mod 2pi) (2.4)
independently of ωi which cancel. A convenient choice of basis which we shall employ in
this paper is to simply set ωi = 0, leading to
〈φ123〉 =


1
eiφ1
eiφ2

u1 , 〈φ23〉 =


0
1
eiφ3

u2 , 〈φ3〉 =


0
0
1

⊗
(
uu3 0
0 ud3
)
. (2.5)
3Strictly speaking, we should in principle admit a phase difference between the two SU(2)R components
of 〈φ3〉. However, it is easy to see that such an extra phase does not affect the results of the following
analysis because it can enter only the 33 entries of either up- or down-type Yukawas (and the corresponding
A-terms) and thus is effectively undone upon bringing the trilinear couplings to the SCKM basis. Moreover,
the would-be physical effects in the soft masses are screened because φ3 enters the soft masses and the Ka¨hler
potential in conjugated pairs only and only the subsequent SCKM rotation reveals such a phase; however,
as we shall see in section 3.3.1, it is irrelevant for the physics because of the overall suppression of the
off-diagonalities in the soft terms. Remarkably enough, even the CKM CP phase is essentially insensitive
to such a phase difference because it can be almost entirely rotated away upon bringing the CKM mixing
matrix into the standard form; for further comments see section 2.1.3.
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For the sake of the high-scale D-flatness4 one should add a set of extra flavon triplets 3
with VEVs:
〈φ123〉 = eiψ1


1
e−iφ1
e−iφ2

u1 , 〈φ23〉 = eiψ2


0
1
e−iφ3

u2 , 〈φ3〉 = eiψ3


0
0
1

⊗
(
uu3 0
0 ud3
)
.
Due to their transformation properties the extra flavons couple to the Yukawa and trilinear
sectors at the higher order only while they enter the soft masses and kinetic terms on the
same footing as the “basic” (i.e. antitriplet) ones.
2.1.1 Charged sector Yukawa couplings
Writing flavon SU(3) indices as φi (for antitriplets) and φ¯
i (for triplets), and inserting the
flavon VEVs above yields Yukawa matrices5,
Yˆ fij =
1
M2f
[
yf1 〈φ123〉i〈φ23〉j + yf2 〈φ23〉i〈φ123〉j + yf3 〈φ3〉i〈φ3〉j + yf4 〈φ23〉i〈φ23〉j
]
+ . . . (2.6)
In matrix form, this becomes
Yˆ f = yf3 (ε
f
3 )
2


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

+ εf1εf2

yf1


0 1 eiφ3
0 eiφ1 ei(φ3+φ1)
0 eiφ2 ei(φ3+φ2)

+ yf2


0 0 0
1 eiφ1 eiφ2
eiφ3 ei(φ1+φ3) ei(φ2+φ3)




+ yf4 (ε
f
2 )
2


0 0 0
0 1 eiφ3
0 eiφ3 e2iφ3

+ . . . (2.7)
where we have defined the real expansion parameters as:
εu,ν3 =
uu3
Mf
, εd,e3 =
ud3
Mf
, εf2 =
u2
Mf
, εf1 =
u1
Mf
. (2.8)
As mentioned above, the resulting Yukawa matrices for different charge sectors depend
on the messenger sector which is responsible for the non-renormalizable operators via the
messenger scales Mf . We will (for definiteness) assume the following hierarchy pattern
6:
MQ,L ≫Mu,ν ∼ 3Md,e with Mu =Mν and Md =Me (2.9)
4This can be seen from the following argument: splitting the set of the relevant hermitean generators
{T (φ)} (in a given representation φ) into the symmetric (and real) part T (φ)S and an antisymmetric (and
thus imaginary) piece T
(φ)
A the D-flatness requires that the sum of all the D-terms like 〈φ〉† T (φ)S 〈φ〉 =
〈φ〉R T (φ)S 〈φ〉R + 〈φ〉I T (φ)S 〈φ〉I and 〈φ〉† T (φ)A 〈φ〉 = 2i 〈φ〉R T (φ)A 〈φ〉I (where 〈φ〉 = 〈φ〉R + i 〈φ〉I) over all
relevant φ’s are zero for all generators. Since the generators {T (φ)} of the complex conjugated represen-
tation φ obey T
(φ)
S = −T (φ)S , T (φ)A = T (φ)A (from hermiticity) this cancellation can be achieved via extra
contributions from a sector transforming as φ. Moreover, 〈φ〉
R
=
˙
φ
¸
R
and 〈φ〉
I
= − ˙φ¸
I
is needed up to
a global phase.
5We use hats for the relevant matrices in the defining basis, i.e. prior to canonical normalization.
6Here we come back to the generic distinction between the SU(2)L-doublet messengers χQ,L and their
singlet counterparts χu,d,e,ν . The current assumption admits great simplification of the resulting Yukawa
hierarchy patterns along the lines of the recent studies [13].
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along the lines of an underlying left-right symmetric framework. In such a case the Yukawa
expansion (2.7) is governed by the SU(2)L-singlet messengers and we can define
u2
Mu,ν
= ε ,
u2
Md,e
= ε¯ ,
u1
Mu,ν
= εε¯ ,
u1
Md,e
= ε¯2 , (2.10)
where consistency with quark masses and mixing angles is obtained with ε ≈ 0.05, ε¯ ≈
0.12 ∼ 0.15, see e.g. [15]. The expansion parameters in Eq. (2.8) then become:
εu1 = ε
ν
1 = εε¯ , ε
d
1 = ε
e
1 = ε¯
2 εu2 = ε
ν
2 = ε , ε
d
2 = ε
e
2 ,= ε¯ . (2.11)
We also assume εu3 = ε
ν
3 ≡ ε3 and εe3 = εd3 ≡ ε3 where ε3 ∼ ε3 ∼ 0.5. Though this is a
relatively large expansion parameter and higher order insertions of φ3 and/or φ3 are not
strongly suppressed, they are harmless in the Yukawa sector because of the extra flavour
symmetries preventing such insertions from entering the holomorphic superpotential to a
high degree7.
In powers of ε and ε¯, the leading contributions to the defining basis charged Yukawa
matrices are given by:
Yˆ u =


0 ε2ε¯ yu1 ε
2ε¯ yu1 e
iφ3
ε2ε¯ yu2 ε
2yu4 ε
2yu4e
iφ3
ε2ε¯ yu2 e
iφ3 ε2yu4 e
iφ3 yu3 ε
2
3

+ . . . , (2.12)
Yˆ d =


0 ε¯3yd1 ε¯
3yd1e
iφ3
ε¯3yd2 ε¯
2yd4 ε¯
2yd4e
iφ3
ε¯3yd2e
iφ3 ε¯2yd4e
iφ3 yd3 ε¯
2
3

+ . . . , Yˆ e =


0 ε¯3ye1 ε¯
3ye1e
iφ3
ε¯3ye2 ε¯
2ye4 ε¯
2ye4e
iφ3
ε¯3ye2e
iφ3 ε¯2ye4e
iφ3 ye3ε¯
2
3

+ . . . .
2.1.2 Neutrino Yukawa couplings
Concerning the neutrino sector Yukawa, the fourth operator in expansion (2.6) disturbs in
general the desired tri-bimaximal shape of the neutrino sector [9] unless yν4 ∼ 0 which, at
the effective theory level, must be just assumed. With this at hand, one receives:
Yˆ ν =


0 ε2ε¯ y1 ε
2ε¯ y1e
iφ3
ε2ε¯ y2 ε
2ε¯ (y1e
iφ1 + y2e
iφ1) ε2ε¯ (y1e
i(φ1+φ3) + y2e
iφ2)
ε2ε¯ y2e
iφ3 ε2ε¯ (y1e
iφ2 + y2e
i(φ1+φ3)) y3ε
2
3

+ . . . (2.13)
This assumption, however, can be easily justified in an underlying unified model with
SO(10) or Pati-Salam gauge symmetry, where y4 can be associated with a VEV with zero
projection in the neutrino direction, see section 2.1.3 for further details.
7Note that this argument can not be extended to the Ka¨hler potential (or operators giving rise to the
soft SUSY-breaking masses) which is not protected by holomorphy and can be in principle very sensitive to
higher order φ3 and/or φ3 insertions. However, as we shall argue in section 2.2.2, such higher order effects
can be always fully reabsorbed into definition of the Wilson coefficients of the operators under consideration.
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Neutrino Majorana sector:
In the model under consideration the Majorana masses originate from operators which
involve the factors f cif cj(φ23)i(φ23)j and f
cif cj(φ123)i(φ123)j . The neutrino Yukawa matrix
and Majorana mass matrix M then have the leading order form [10]:
Y ν =


0 B C1
A Beiφ1 +Aeiφ1 C2
Aeiφ3 Beiφ2 +Aei(φ1+φ3) C3

 , M =


MA MAe
iφ1 0
MAe
iφ1 MAe
2iφ1 +MB 0
0 0 MC

 , (2.14)
where A = yν2ε
3, B = yν1ε
3, and the real positive Majorana masses satisfyMA < MB < MC .
However it is not at all clear that the model corresponds to SD since the right-handed
neutrino mass matrix is not diagonal. Moreover it is not clear that tri-bimaximal neutrino
mixing results since it does not satisfy the usual CSD conditions. However the see-saw
formula Y νM−1Y νT is left invariant by a transformation of the form [33]:
Y ν → Y ν S−1, M → ST−1M S−1, M−1 → SM−1 ST (2.15)
where S is any non-singular (in general non-unitary) matrix, and we see that under
S−1 =


1 −eiφ1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 : Y ν →


0 B C1
A Beiφ1 C2
Aeiφ3 Beiφ2 C3

 M →


MA 0 0
0 MB 0
0 0 MC

 , (2.16)
where the transformed mass matrices do satisfy the CSD conditions, providing the first and
second columns of the Y ν satisfy A†B = 0, which corresponds to the CSD phase condition
in Eq.2.4. Clearly the transformed matrices do not correspond to a change of basis, since
the transformation is non-unitary, but as shown in [33] the original see-saw matrices are in
the same invariance class as the transformed matrices and hence lead to the same neutrino
masses and mixing angles. Hence we conclude that the original theory basis corresponds
to CSD, and leads to tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing.
2.1.3 Yukawa couplings in unified scenarios
The CSD pattern advocated in the previous section relies on yν4 = 0, which must be
assumed at the effective theory level. However, this becomes automatic in unified models
in which the 2-3 block is driven instead by an operator like:
O4 = f
if cj
yfΣ
M2fM
Σ
f
(φ23)i(φ23)jΣH + . . . , (2.17)
where Σ is a flavour-singlet Higgs field with zero Clebsch-Gordon coefficient in the neutrino
direction.
As mentioned above, this mechanism is easily realized in left-right symmetric frame-
works a` la Pati-Salam SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R or SO(10) GUT scenarios with Σ =
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(15, 1, 3) under PS (or 45 under SO(10)) symmetry. On top of the cancellation of the
unwanted neutrino sector contribution, the Clebsches associated with Σ lift nicely also the
charged sector degeneracy (originally due to the coincidence of the various Yukawa cou-
plings in the GUT-symmetry limit) like e.g. yui = y
ν
i and y
d
i = y
e
i in a class of left-right
symmetric models, or
yi ≡ yui = ydi = yei = yνi (2.18)
in Pati-Salam or SO(10) with the minimal Higgs sector. This yields the generic Georgi-
Jarskog [32] texture (accounting in particular for mµ ∼ 3ms at the GUT scale):
Yˆ u ≈


0 ε2ε¯y1 ε
2ε¯y1e
iφ3
ε2ε¯y2 ε
2yΣC
uσ ε2yΣC
uσeiφ3
ε3y2e
iφ3 ε2yΣC
uσeiφ3 y3ε
2
3

 ,
Yˆ d,e ≈


0 ε¯3y1 ε¯
3y1e
iφ3
ε¯3y2 ε¯
2yΣC
d,eσ ε¯2yΣC
d,eσeiφ3
ε¯3y2e
iφ3 ε¯2yΣC
d,eσeiφ3 y3ε¯
2
3

 , (2.19)
with σ ≡ 〈Σ〉/MΣ (recall there is no distinction between d, e in SO(10) or Pati-Salam) and
Ce = 3 and Cd = 1 in the charged-lepton and down-quark sectors respectively.
For the sake of simplicity, in what follows we shall work in the framework of MSSM
taken as an effective limit of any high-scale scenario, i.e. keep all the couplings in the
different flavour sectors independent, only assuming yν4 ∼ 0 in the effective theory (however,
well motivated in various GUT scenarios). Not only this makes our results more generic,
but also admits imposing further GUT constraints at any point to derive model-specific
conclusions. We shall keep track of all the would-be Clebsch-Gordon coefficients associated
with the Georgi-Jarlskog Higgs field Σ in unified models by means of a simple identification
yf4 = yΣC
fσ (2.20)
(with Cu,d,e,ν = −2, 1, 3, 0) so that one can translate all the generic results given below in
terms of the ’effective’ yf4 couplings into the unified picture with yΣ instead.
Note on CKM CP violation:
It has been pointed out [30] that if all the CP phases come from the flavon sector only, the
current texture is unlikely to provide large enough CKM CP phase8 (δCKM ). The reason
is that for a real σ one can rotate away all the leading order eiφ3 phase factors in (2.19)
to end up with a leading-order phase only on the 33 entries of Yˆ u,d, that gets reabsorbed
upon bringing the resulting CKM matrix into the standard form [31], while the effects of
8Remarkably enough, the solution advocated (in a slightly different context) in [13] (i.e. an extra relative
phase between the two SU(2)R components of the φ3 VEV) does not work in the current model because
the net effect of such an extra phase on the diagonalization matrices can be reabsorbed upon getting the
resulting CKM matrix into the standard form.
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the subleading phases are too suppressed to account for the measured value of δCKM . In
general, however, σ is complex9 and it can be shown its phase can account for the entire
CKM CP-violating phase.
In what follows, the phase of σ will be mostly irrelevant and for the sake of simplicity
we shall often work with σ real. Nevertheless, we shall comment on the would-be effects of
its non-zero phase whenever appropriate.
2.2 SU(3) predictions for soft-SUSY breaking parameters
Though successfully describing the basic features of the SM fermion masses and their
mixing, the flavour models per se are difficult to test10. However, in supersymmetry,
there are many additional constraints associated with the SUSY flavour and CP violating
parameters coming from the soft-SUSY breaking part of the MSSM lagrangian, in particular
from the trilinear scalar couplings and the soft-SUSY breaking scalar masses:
Lsoft = εαβ
[
−Hαu Q˜βiAuij u˜cj −Hαd Q˜βiAdij d˜cj −Hαu L˜βiAνij ν˜cj −Hαd L˜βiAeij e˜cj +H.c.
]
+ Q˜∗iα(m
2
Q)
i
jQ˜
αj + u˜c∗i (m
2
uc)
i
j u˜
cj + d˜c∗i (m
2
dc)
i
j d˜
cj + L˜∗iα(m
2
L)
i
jL˜
αj + e˜c∗i (m
2
ec)
i
j e˜
cj
+ ν˜c∗i (m
2
νc)
i
j ν˜
cj . (2.21)
In flavour models, these terms come from the generic operators of the form
LAsoft =
∫
d2θ
∑
X
Xˆ
MX
Hˆ
∑
{f,fc}
fˆ

∑
Φ,Φ′
aff
c,X
ΦΦ′
Φˆ⊗ Φˆ′
MA,Xffc,ΦΦ′
2 + . . .

 fˆ c + . . . (2.22)
Lm2soft =
∫
d4θ
Xˆ†Xˆ
MX2
∑
f
fˆ †

bf,X0 1+∑
Φ,Φ′
bf,XΦ
Φˆ⊗ Φˆ†
Mm,Xf,ΦΦ′
2 + . . .

 fˆ + (fˆ → fˆ c) + . . . (2.23)
after the relevant fields develop their SUSY-breaking F -terms. In the formula above this
sector is represented by a generic symbol Xˆ and typically corresponds to the SUSY-
breakdown triggering hidden sector fields. The generic symbols Φ, Φ′ denote all the combi-
nations of the φA (and φB) flavons in the model that are allowed by the extra symmetries.
As before, the ellipses correspond to higher order terms.
Note that in supergravity any superfield with nonzero VEV on its scalar component
actually develops an F -term, c.f. [12], and so do also the flavons. In such a case, there are
non-zero contributions associated to the flavon sector F -terms emerging from even lower
9This need not be straightforward due to the adjoint nature of Σ. However, if Σ is just an effective
description of a composite object one can generate an overall phase on its VEV from the misalignment of
phases of the underlying degrees of freedom (recall that it is not entirely neutral and thus its components
need not have their phases aligned from D-flatness).
10Usually the situation is such that either there is a very limited set of parameters leading only to
approximate fits of the SM fermion spectra and mixings or, on the other hand, a wider set of parameters
admits perfect fits of the known measurables but does not lead to a clear-cut prediction that can be falsified.
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level operators like:
LAsoft ∋
∫
d2θHˆ
∑
{f,fc}
fˆ

∑
Φ,Φ′
aff
c
ΦΦ′
Φˆ⊗ Φˆ′
MAffc,ΦΦ′
2 + . . .

 fˆ c + . . .
Lm2soft ∋
∫
d4θ
∑
f
fˆ †
(
bf01+
∑
Φ
bfΦ
Φˆ⊗ Φˆ†
Mmf,Φ
2 + . . .
)
fˆ + (fˆ → fˆ c) + . . .
A more detailed discussion of these matters is however beyond the scope of this paper and
shall be covered in a separate publication [14].
The scales11 MX in formulae (2.22) and (2.23) corresponds to the physics communi-
cating the information about the SUSY breakdown (indicated by non-zero F -terms of the
Xˆ superfields) into the visible sector; in gravity mediation one typically has MX ∼ MP l
for hidden sector superfields while in the case of a gauge mediation this scale could be
significantly lower12. In any case, for the expansions (2.22) and (2.23) to make sense, we
must assume that the family symmetry breaking scale is below MX .
The flavour structure of the expansions (2.22) and (2.23) correspond to the case of
an SU(3) horizontal symmetry with all the fermion superfields Qˆ, uc, dˆc, Lˆ, eˆc and νˆc
transforming as fundamental triplets. In the exact SU(3) family symmetry limit the soft
masses from formula (2.23) are universal:
mˆ2Q ∝ mˆ2uc ∝ mˆ2dc ∝ mˆ2L ∝ mˆ2ec ∝ mˆ2νc ∝ 1 (2.24)
and the Yukawa couplings and trilinear terms vanish. Clearly, to be consistent with fermion
masses and mixings, the SU(3) family symmetry has to be broken, leading to violations of
universality, as we now discuss.
2.2.1 Trilinear soft couplings
Let us thus consider the MSSM equipped with an SU(3) family symmetry under which
all the three families of matter (super)fields sharing the same gauge charges transform as
fundamental triplets. Assuming that the extra flavon charges [10] admit just the 3f⊗3fc⊗
3¯φ ⊗ 3¯φ terms of the typical tri-bimaximal Yukawa structures given in formula (2.12) but
forbid the would-be singlets of the type 3f ⊗3fc⊗3φ¯ one arrives to the following expansion
for the effective trilinear couplings:
Aˆfij
A0
=
1
MAf
2
(
af1 〈φ123〉i〈φ23〉j + af2〈φ23〉i〈φ123〉j + af3〈φ3〉i〈φ3〉j + af4 〈φ23〉i〈φ23〉j
)
+ . . .
(2.25)
11MX are assumed to be larger than the scale of the family symmetry breaking so that the effective soft
terms do follow the constraints imposed by the family symmetry.
12The main constraint in both cases comes from the requirement that the soft SUSY-breaking scale given
by 〈FX〉 /MX is in the desired (TeV) region.
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where, for the sake of simplicity, we have taken the masses of all the messenger fields
relevant for this type of contractions to be the same (i.e. we put all the MA,Xffc,ΦΦ′ factors in
formula (2.22) to a common valueMAf and similarly a
ffc,X
ΦΦ′ ≡ afi assuming the fundamental
dynamics behind all these operators is the same). This is quite natural because of the
similar quantum structure of the operators behind these two types of contractions.
However, as pointed out above, up to O(1) coefficients afi that can be different from
those (yfi ) in the Yukawa sector (due to the effects of supersymmetry breaking) the flavour
structure of the trilinear terms (2.25) is similar to the Yukawa matrices Yˆ , c.f. (2.6). This
suggests that also the masses of the messenger fields entering the denominators of these
effective operators (MAf ) can be identified with those entering the Yukawa sector
13 (Mf ).
Thus, in what follows we shall further assume14
MAf =Mf for all f. (2.26)
The mass scale A0 in the A-term expansion is taken at the order of a typical SUSY scale
with A0 = 〈FX 〉/MX .
Considering only the leading set of operators, the matrix structure of the trilinear soft
terms in the effective SU(3) flavour model under consideration (c.f. (2.5), (2.8), (2.25) and
(2.26)) is given by:
Aˆf
A0
= af3 (ε
f
3 )
2


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

+ εf1εf2

af1


0 1 eiφ3
0 eiφ1 ei(φ3+φ1)
0 eiφ2 ei(φ3+φ2)

+ af2


0 0 0
1 eiφ1 eiφ2
eiφ3 ei(φ1+φ3) ei(φ2+φ3)




+ af4 (ε
f
2 )
2


0 0 0
0 1 eiφ3
0 eiφ3 e2iφ3

 , (2.27)
where the expansion parameters are those used in the Yukawa sector (2.8). In the ’phe-
nomenological’ parametrization (2.11) one can write:
Aˆu = A0


0 ε2ε¯ au1 ε
2ε¯ au1e
iφ3
ε2ε¯ au2 ε
2au4 ε
2au4e
iφ3
ε2ε¯ au2e
iφ3 ε2au4e
iφ3 au3ε
2
3

+ . . . , (2.28)
Aˆd,e = A0


0 ε¯3ad,e1 ε¯
3ad,e1 e
iφ3
ε¯3ad,e2 ε¯
2ad,e4 ε¯
2ad,e4 e
iφ3
ε¯3ad,e2 e
iφ3 ε¯2ad,e4 e
iφ3 ad,e3 ε¯
2
3

+ . . . .
13The SUSY-breaking effects are typically negligible for messenger scales well above the soft SUSY braking
scale.
14Without such assumptions on the trilinear sector messenger masses one obviously can not derive any
physical predictions from the given model.
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In a GUT limit (c.f. section 2.1), it is again convenient to replace the last operator in
(2.25) by the Georgi-Jarlskog structure:
aΣ
〈φ23〉〈φ23〉Σ
M2MΣ
, (2.29)
and employ a matching condition along the lines of eq. (2.20)
af4 = aΣC
fσ (2.30)
so that the neutrino sector trilinear coupling obeys (in the GUT limit (2.18), i.e. ai ≡ aui =
adi = a
e
i = a
ν
i ):
Aˆν = A0


0 ε2ε¯ a1 ε
2ε¯ a1e
iφ3
ε2ε¯ a2 ε
2ε¯ (a1e
iφ1 + a2e
iφ1) ε2ε¯ (a1e
i(φ1+φ3) + a2e
iφ2)
ε2ε¯ au2e
iφ3 ε2ε¯ (a1e
iφ2 + a2e
i(φ1+φ3)) a0ε
2
3

+ . . . (2.31)
2.2.2 Scalar soft mass-squared parameters
Similarly, the soft masses allowed by the SU(3) family symmetry can be written from
(2.23) as (the generic subscript A runs over all the relevant flavon species, f ≡ Q,L and
f c ≡ uc, dc, ec, νc):
mˆ2f,fc = m
2
0
(
bf,f
c
0 1+
∑
A
bf,f
c
A
〈φAφ∗A〉
Mmf,fc
2 + . . .
)
(2.32)
where we have again made an assumption about the common origin of all the leading order
operators, i.e. put all the Mm,Xf,fc,Φ coefficients in formula (2.23) to a common value M
m
f
and similarly b
f(fc),X
Φ ≡ bf(f
c)
i . Since there is a lot more contractions allowed in this case
(notice that due to hermiticity the most stringent constraint driving the Yukawa sector
– the saturation of the extra charges – is trivial to satisfy) one should in general worry
about some of the subleading terms as well, in particular those corresponding to extra φ3φ
∗
3
insertions.
Inspecting thoroughly all the options one can conclude that the only relevant (and
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irreducible) set of leading order terms is15:
(mˆ2f,fc)ij = m
2
0
(
bf,f
c
0 δij + b
f,fc
1
〈φ123〉j〈φ∗123〉i
Mmf
2 + b
f,fc
2
〈φ23〉j〈φ∗23〉i
Mmf
2 + b
f,fc
3
〈φ3〉j〈φ∗3〉i
Mmf
2
+ b′f,f
c
1
〈φ123〉j〈φ∗3〉i〈φ3.φ∗123〉+ 〈φ3〉j〈φ∗123〉i〈φ123.φ∗3〉
Mmf
4 (2.33)
+ b′f,f
c
2
〈φ23〉j〈φ∗3〉i〈φ3.φ∗23〉+ 〈φ3〉j〈φ∗23〉i〈φ23.φ∗3〉
Mmf
4
+ b′′f,f
c
1
εjklε
imn〈φ123〉k〈φ3〉l〈φ∗123〉m〈φ∗3〉n
Mmf
4
+ b′′f,f
c
2
εjklε
imn〈φ23〉k〈φ3〉l〈φ∗23〉m〈φ∗3〉n
Mmf
4 + . . .
)
+ higher order terms ,
where all the b-coefficients are real by hermiticity of f˜∗i (m
2
f )ij f˜j. The various messenger
masses are MmQ , M
m
L for the left-handed fields f = Q,L and M
m
u , M
m
d , M
m
e , M
m
ν for
f c = uc, dc, ec and νc respectively.
At this point, it is worth commenting on the would-be higher-order corrections due
to multiple φ3 and/or φ¯3 insertions, that (due to the relatively large associated expansion
parameters ε3 and ε¯3) could in principle alter the leading order structure of the expansion
above. However, as described in detail in Appendix A, the set of operators in (2.33) is
robust under further perturbations due to higher order φ3 and/or φ¯3 insertions in the sense
that any would-be higher order φ3 and/or φ¯3 insertion can be accounted for by a mere
redefinition of the b-coefficients in (2.33).
In order to perform any quantitative analysis, yet further assumptions must be made
about the messengers giving rise to the soft mass operators above. In particular, unless
these are linked with the messengers in the Yukawa sector, one can suppress any off-
diagonalities and non-universalities in the soft mass terms as much as desired by choosing
the MmQ , M
m
L , M
m
u , M
m
d , M
m
e , M
m
ν much above the corresponding Yukawa (and trilinear)
sector messenger masses Mu, Md, Me, Mν , c.f. (2.9) and (2.26).
However, a full-featured analysis of this question is far beyond the scope of this work.
In what follows we shall resort to a minimal set of assumptions about the physics of this
part of the messenger sector, much along the general lines of the simplest settings in which
the Yukawa (and trilinear) sector messengers dominate the soft mass (and Ka¨hler sector)
operators:
Mmu =Mu, M
m
d =Md, M
m
e =Me, M
m
ν =Mν . (2.34)
15It can be shown (see Appendix A) that the would-be effects of all the other potentially relevant operators
can be hidden in redefining the expansion parameters bi, b
′
i and b
′′
i and thus becomes irrelevant in the order-
of-magnitude analysis we aim at.
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This is actually quite natural because of the similar quantum structure of the relevant
operators that, at the level of an underlying theory, are often linked to each other, see e.g.
[11].
As far as the ’doublet’ soft-sector operators mˆ2Q and mˆ
2
L are concerned, the natural
choice is less obvious16 and one can use the relative freedom in choosing MmQ and M
m
L to
further suppress the left-handed contributions to SUSY FCNC. For the sake of simplicity,
we shall adopt this strategy in what follows by taking
MmQ ∼MQ ≫Mu,d, MmL ∼ML ≫Me,ν (2.35)
thus effectively decoupling the left-handed part of the messenger sector, c.f. (2.9).
This allows us to use the same set of expansion parameters εf1 , ε
f
2 (or ε and ε along
the lines of the phenomenological fits) for all the soft sector contractions, i.e17:
u1
Mmu,ν
≡ εu,ν1 = εε¯ ,
u1
Mmd,e
≡ εd,e1 = ε2 ,
u1
MmQ,L
≡ εQ,L1 ≪ εε¯ (2.36)
u2
Mmu,ν
≡ εu,ν2 = ε ,
u2
Mmd,e
≡ εd,e2 = ε ,
u2
MmQ,L
≡ εQ,L2 ≪ ε, ε¯
u3
Mmu,ν
≡ εu,ν3 = ε3 ,
u3
Mmd,e
≡ εd,e3 = ε3
u3
MmQ,L
≡ εQ,L3 ≪ ε3, ε¯3
With this identification at hand, the operator expansion (2.33) can be recast in a matrix
form as:
mˆ2f,fc
m20
= bf,f
c
0


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

+ bf,fc1 (εf,fc1 )2


1 eiφ1 eiφ2
e−iφ1 1 ei(φ2−φ1)
e−iφ2 e−i(φ2−φ1) 1

 (2.37)
+ bf,f
c
2 (ε
f,fc
2 )
2


0 0 0
0 1 eiφ3
0 e−iφ3 1

+ bf,fc3 (εf,fc3 )2


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

+ higher order terms ,
where it is understood εf,f
c
i is to be replaced by ε
Q,L
i for f = Q,L and ε
u,d,e,ν
i for f
c = uc,
dc, ec and νc. Employing as before the ε, ε notation one is left with diagonal mˆ2Q and mˆ
2
L:
mˆ2Q = m
2
0 b
Q
0 1 , mˆ
2
L = m
2
0 b
ℓ
0 1 (to excellent approximation), (2.38)
16For a more detailed discussion of the relations between the Yukawa (and trilinear) sector messengers
and the kinetic form (and the sector of soft masses) an interested reader is kindly deferred to [11].
17Note that these identifications admit future embedding into a class of left-right symmetric unified
models like SO(10) or Pati-Salam.
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while the SU(2)L-singlet sector receives off-diagonal corrections as follows:
mˆ2uc ≈ m20

buc0 1+


ε2ε2 bu
c
1 ε
2ε2 bu
c
1 e
iφ1 ε2ε2 bu
c
1 e
iφ2
. ε2bu
c
2 ε
2bu
c
2 e
iφ3
. . ε23b
uc
3

+ . . .

 ,
mˆ2dc ≈ m20

bdc0 1+


ε¯4bd
c
1 ε¯
4bd
c
1 e
iφ1 ε¯4bd
c
1 e
iφ2
. ε¯2bd
c
2 ε¯
2bd
c
2 e
iφ3
. . ε¯23b
dc
3

+ . . .

 ,
mˆ2νc ≈ m20

bνc0 1+


ε2ε2 bν
c
1 ε
2ε2 bν
c
1 e
iφ1 ε2ε2 bν
c
1 e
iφ2
. ε2bν
c
2 ε
2bν
c
2 e
iφ3
. . ε23b
νc
3

+ . . .

 ,
mˆ2ec ≈ m20

bec0 1+


ε¯4be
c
1 ε¯
4be
c
1 e
iφ1 ε¯4be
c
1 e
iφ2
. ε2be
c
2 ε
2be
c
2 e
iφ3
. . ε¯23b
ec
3

+ . . .

 . (2.39)
The dotted terms are readily obtained from hermiticity of all these soft mass-matrices.
In the various GUT limits there are extra correlations among the different b-coefficients
(like bf,f
c
i ≡ bi ∀f, f c in minimal Pati-Salam or SO(10) case, c.f. formula (2.18) for the
Yukawa couplings). The situation is, however, simpler than in the Yukawa sector as Σ does
not enter the irreducible part18 of the soft mass-squared expansion (2.33).
2.3 The SU(3) Ka¨hler potential and effects of canonical normalization
Whenever the Ka¨hler potential of a given SUSY model is nontrivial there are extra effects
coming from the canonical normalization procedure bringing the generic kinetic terms
arising from the operator expansion like
Lfˆkin =
∫
d4θ
∑
f
fˆ †
(
kf01+
∑
Φ
kfΦ
Φˆ⊗ Φˆ†
MKf,Φ
2 + . . .
)
fˆ + similarly for f c
(or, equivalently in terms of the scalar f˜ (f˜ c) and fermionic f (f c) degrees of freedom:
Lf˜kin = ∂µQ˜∗iα(KˆQ)ij∂µQ˜αj + ∂µu˜c∗i (Kˆu)ij∂µu˜cj + ∂µd˜c∗i (Kˆd)ij∂µd˜cj + . . .
Lfkin = Qiα(KˆQ)ijiγµ∂µQαj + uci(Kˆu)ijiγµ∂µucj + dci(Kˆd)ijiγµ∂µdcj + . . . (2.40)
where Kˆf denotes the Ka¨hler metric Kˆf ∼ (Kˆf )a¯b(φ, φ∗)f∗a¯fb for a given field f) into
the canonical form Kf ∼ δa¯b(f∗can)a¯(fcan)b. As before, the ellipses stand for the higher
order terms. Due to the common SUSY origin the kinetic terms of the scalars and the
corresponding (Weyl) fermions in (2.40) are the same.
18The only effect of Σ (being a flavour singlet) in mˆ2f,fc can arise from contractions like Σ
†Σ entering as
completely family-blind higher order corrections without any extra flavour violating effects.
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Moreover, since the symmetry properties of the Ka¨hler metric are the same as those of
the soft masses, the explicit form of the operator expansion (2.40) is completely analogous
to (2.32) and one can write the relevant expansion in the form:
(Kˆf,fc)ij = k
f,fc
0 δij +
∑
A
kf,f
c
A
〈φAφ∗A〉ij
MKf,fc
2 + . . . (2.41)
(where as before we assume common messenger scalesMKf,fc,Φ ≡MKf,fc in the denominator)
that differs from (2.32) only by replacing the bf,f
c
A coefficients and messenger sector masses
Mmf,fc in (2.33) by k
f,fc
A and M
K
f,fc respectively. As before, we shall assume
19
MKf,fc =Mf,fc (2.42)
so that one can again employ the same set of expansion parameters as in the other sectors,
c.f. (2.10) and (2.36). Under this natural assumption one can recast Kˆ along the lines of
the analogous soft-sector formula (2.37):
Kˆf,fc = k
f,fc
0


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

+ kf,fc1 (εf,fc1 )2


1 eiφ1 eiφ2
e−iφ1 1 ei(φ2−φ1)
e−iφ2 e−i(φ2−φ1) 1

 (2.43)
+ kf,f
c
2 (ε
f,fc
2 )
2


0 0 0
0 1 eiφ3
0 e−iφ3 1

+ kf,fc3 (εf,fc3 )2


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

+ higher order terms ,
where the same ’ε’ convention as in (2.37) has been adopted.
2.3.1 Canonical normalization transformations
Canonical normalization consists in redefining the defining basis field(s) f and f c so that the
original kinetic terms of the shape (for scalars for instance) Lkin ∼ ∂f˜ †Kˆf∂f˜+∂f˜ c†Kˆfc∂f˜ c
receive the canonical form Lcankin ∼ ∂f˜ †∂f˜ + ∂f˜ c†∂f˜ c. This is achieved by transforming the
defining superfields by fˆ → Pf fˆ ≡ fˆcan where Pf is a matrix bringing the relevant Ka¨hler
metric Kˆf into the diagonal form (unless necessary from now on we shall suppress all the
flavour indices):
P−1†KˆP−1 = 1, i.e. Kˆ = P †P. (2.44)
Employing the ε, ε convention the leading order Ka¨hler metric (2.43) can be recast in a
compact form:
KˆQ = k
Q
0 1, KˆL = k
ℓ
01 (to excellent approximation), (2.45)
19For the same reasons that lead us to the formula (2.34) above.
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with only the SU(2)L-singlet sector featuring significant off-diagonalities:
Kˆuc ≈ kuc0 1+


ε2ε2 ku
c
1 ε
2ε2 ku
c
1 e
iφ1 ε2ε2 ku
c
1 e
iφ2
. ε2ku
c
2 ε
2ku
c
2 e
iφ3
. . ε23k
uc
3

+ . . . ,
Kˆdc ≈ kdc0 1+


ε¯4kd
c
1 ε¯
4kd
c
1 e
iφ1 ε¯4kd
c
1 e
iφ2
. ε¯2kd
c
2 ε¯
2kd
c
2 e
iφ3
. . ε¯23k
dc
3

+ . . . ,
Kˆνc ≈ kνc0 1+


ε2ε2 kν
c
1 ε
2ε2 kν
c
1 e
iφ1 ε2ε2 kν
c
1 e
iφ2
. ε2kν
c
2 ε
2kν
c
2 e
iφ3
. . ε23k
νc
3

+ . . . ,
Kˆec ≈ kec0 1+


ε¯4ke
c
1 ε¯
4ke
c
1 e
iφ1 ε¯4ke
c
1 e
iφ2
. ε2ke
c
2 ε
2ke
c
2 e
iφ3
. . ε¯23k
ec
3

+ . . . , (2.46)
where as before the dotted terms can be reconstructed from hermiticity. The matrices Pf
and Pfc are obtained
20 to leading order in ε, ε¯ as
PQ =


√
kQ0 0 0
0
√
kQ0 0
0 0
√
kQ0

 , PL =


√
kL0 0 0
0
√
kL0 0
0 0
√
kL0

 , (2.47)
while
Puc =


√
ku
c
0 +
ε2ε2 ku
c
1
2
√
ku
c
0
ε2ε2 ku
c
1 e
iφ1
2
√
ku
c
0
ε2ε2 ku
c
1 e
iφ2√
ku
c
0 +
√
ku
c
0 +k
uc
3 ε
2
3
ε2ε2 ku
c
1 e
−iφ1
2
√
ku
c
0
√
ku
c
0 +
ε2ku
c
2
2
√
ku
c
0
ε2ku
c
2 e
iφ3√
ku
c
0 +
√
ku
c
0 +k
uc
3 ε
2
3
ε2ε2 ku
c
1 e
−iφ2√
ku
c
0 +
√
ku
c
0 +k
uc
3 ε
2
3
ε2ku
c
2 e
−iφ3√
ku
c
0 +
√
ku
c
0 +k
uc
3 ε
2
3
√
ku
c
0 + k
uc
3 ε
2
3

+ . . . , (2.48)
and the remaining Pfc matrices (for f
c = dc, ec and νc) are obtained from these by the
following substitutions:
Pdc : k
uc
i → kd
c
i , ε, ε3 → ε, ε3 , Pec : ku
c
i → ke
c
i , ε, ε3 → ε, ε3 , Pνc : ku
c
i → kν
c
i .
Notice that due to the relatively large ε3, ε¯3, the na¨ıve factorization P ∼
√
k0(1 + ∆P )
(with |∆P | ≪ 1, that could be helpful in calculating P−1 and ∆P from a similar expansion
for the Ka¨hler potential) is violated in the third family due to higher order ε3, ε¯3, effects.
20Recall that relation (2.44) fixes the P -matrices only up to a global unitary transformation P → UP
that drops out in (2.44) and we adopt the convention in which P ’s are hermitean at the leading order.
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2.3.2 Canonical form of Y , A and m2
At the level of Yukawa, trilinear and soft mass matrices the transition to the canonically
normalized quantities is achieved via
Y f = (P−1f )
T Yˆ fP−1fc , A
f = (P−1f )
T AˆfP−1fc , m
2
f,fc = (P
−1
f,fc)
†mˆ2f,fcP
−1
f,fc (2.49)
where the hats denote the defining basis matrices while the plain symbols stand for the
canonically normalized ones. Expanding the Ka¨hler metric ’square root’ matrices Pf,fc
in terms of the expansion parameters ε, ε as in (2.47), (2.48), one can relatively easily
calculate their inverse P−1f,fc that subsequently enter (2.49).
Canonical form of the Yukawa couplings:
Utilizing the formulae (2.47) and (2.48), the prescription (2.49) yields the canonically
normalized charged sector Yukawa matrices in the form:
Y u =


O(ε4ε¯3) yu12ε2ε¯ yu13ε2ε¯
yu21ε
2ε¯ yu22ε
2 yu23ε
2
yu31ε
2ε¯ yu32ε
2 yu33ε
2
3

+ . . . ,
Y d =


O(ε¯7) yd12ε¯3 yd13ε¯3
yd21ε¯
3 yd22ε¯
2 yd23ε¯
2
yd31ε¯
3 yd32ε¯
2 yd33ε¯
2
3

+ . . . , Y e =


O(ε¯7) ye12ε¯3 ye13ε¯3
ye21ε¯
3 ye22ε¯
2 ye23ε¯
2
ye31ε¯
3 ye32ε¯
2 ye33ε¯
2
3

+ . . . ,
where for example (at leading order):
yu22 = R
uyu4 , y
u
32 = R
u
(
yu4 e
iφ3 − 1
2
yu3ε
2
3
ku
c
2
ku
c
0
e−iφ3
)
, (2.50)
yu12 = R
uyu1 , y
u
21 = R
uyu2 , y
u
31 = R
uyu2 e
iφ3 , yu13 = R
uyu1
(
1− 1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
eiφ3 ,
yu23 = R
uyu4
(
1− 1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
eiφ3 , yu33 = R
uyu3
(
1− 1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
,
and Ru ≡ 1q
kQ0 k
uc
0
is a universal rescaling coefficient. The ydij and y
e
ij factors are obtained
from (2.50) upon replacing {kuci , yui , Ru} → {kd
c
i , y
d
i , R
d} and {keci , yei , Re} respectively.
One can see from the formulae above that the net effect of canonical normalization
can be at the leading order described as a real rescaling of all the defining basis couplings
followed by a unitary transformation that can substantially affects only the 23 sector entries.
This can be seen from the fact that the 23 mixing angle in P−1uc is of the order of ε
2 so it
can rotate the defining basis 33 Yukawa entry to the 32 position yielding a contribution
comparable with the leading order ∼ ε2 term already present21 in Yˆ23. However, the 12
and 13 rotations in P−1uc do bring only subleading effects to Yˆ21 and Yˆ31 and that is why
they are absent in the leading order formulae (2.50). Finally, the 13, 23 and 33 entries are
affected only by the rescaling due to the nontrivial 33 element of P−1uc .
21This also justifies the presence of the ku
c
2 coefficient in the relevant formula (2.50).
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Canonical form of the trilinear couplings:
The effects of canonical normalisation in the trilinear sector are completely analogous to
the corresponding Yukawas yielding the canonically normalized trilinear soft matrices:
Au =


O(ε4ε¯3) au12ε2ε¯ au13ε2ε¯
au21ε
2ε¯ au22ε
2 au23ε
2
au31ε
2ε¯ au32ε
2 au33ε
2
3

+ . . . ,
Ad =


O(ε¯7) ad12ε¯3 ad13ε¯3
ad21ε¯
3 ad22ε¯
2 ad23ε¯
2
ad31ε¯
3 ad32ε¯
2 ad33ε¯
2
3

+ . . . , Ae =


O(ε¯7) ae12ε¯3 ae13ε¯3
ae21ε¯
3 ae22ε¯
2 ae23ε¯
2
ae31ε¯
3 ae32ε¯
2 ae33ε¯
2
3

+ . . . ,
where for example (at leading order):
au22 = R
uau4 , a
u
32 = R
u
(
au4e
iφ3 − 1
2
au3ε
2
3
ku
c
2
ku
c
0
e−iφ3
)
, (2.51)
au12 = R
uau1 , a
u
21 = R
uau2 , a
u
31 = R
uau2e
iφ3 , au13 = R
uau1
(
1− 1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
eiφ3 ,
au23 = R
uau4
(
1− 1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
eiφ3 , au33 = R
uau3
(
1− 1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
,
while the relevant expressions for down-type quark and charged lepton sector quantities
are obtained along the same lines as those in the Yukawa sector.
One can again appreciate the similarity of the canonically normalized Yukawa and
trilinear couplings (2.50) and (2.51) coming from the common origin (2.2) and (2.22). This
will lead to great simplification upon getting to the SCKM basis, c.f. section 3.2.2.
Canonical form of the soft masses:
Employing again prescription (2.49), the canonically normalized soft mass terms in the
SU(2)L-doublet sector read:
m2Q = m
2
0 b
Q
1, m2L = m
2
0 b
ℓ
1, (2.52)
while the SU(2)L-singlet ones develop a non-diagonal structure
m2uc ≈ m20

buc1+


ε2ε¯2bu
c
11 ε
2ε¯2bu
c
12 ε
2ε¯2bu
c
13
. ε2bu
c
22 ε
2bu
c
23
. . ε23b
uc
33

+ . . .

 ,
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m2dc ≈ m20

bdc1+


ε4bd
c
11 ε
4bd
c
12 ε
4bd
c
13
. ε2bd
c
22 ε
2bd
c
23
. . ε23b
dc
33

+ . . .

 , (2.53)
m2νc ≈ m20

bνc1+


ε2ε¯2bν
c
11 ε
2ε¯2bν
c
12 ε
2ε¯2bν
c
13
. ε2bν
c
22 ε
2bν
c
23
. . ε23b
νc
33

+ . . .

 ,
m2ec ≈ m20

bec1+


ε4be
c
11 ε
4be
c
12 ε
4be
c
13
. ε2be
c
22 ε
2be
c
23
. . ε23b
ec
33

+ . . .

 .
where the various coefficients above are given by
bf =
bf0
kf0
, bf
c
=
bf
c
0
kf
c
0
, bf
c
11 =
1
kf
c
0
(
bf
c
1 − b
fc
0
kf
c
0
kf
c
1
)
, bf
c
22 =
1
kf
c
0
(
bf
c
2 − b
fc
0
kf
c
0
kf
c
2
)
,
bf
c
12 =
1
kf
c
0
(
bf
c
1 − b
fc
0
kf
c
0
kf
c
1
)
eiφ1 , (2.54)
bf
c
33 =
1
kf
c
0
(
bf
c
3 − b
fc
0
kf
c
0
kf3
)(
1− k
fc
3
kf0
εf23
)
+O(εf43 )
bf
c
13 =
{
1
kf
c
0
(
bf
c
1 − b
fc
0
kf
c
0
kf
c
1
)
− 1
2kf20
[
bf
c
1 k
fc
3 − kf
c
1
(
2
bf
c
0
kf
c
0
kf
c
3 − bf
c
3
)]
εf23
}
eiφ2 +O(εf43 )
bf
c
23 =
{
1
kf
c
0
(
bf
c
2 − b
fc
0
kf
c
0
kf
c
2
)
− 1
2kf20
[
bf
c
2 k
fc
3 − kf
c
2
(
2
bf
c
0
kf
c
0
kf
c
3 − bf
c
3
)]
εf23
}
eiφ3 +O(εf43 ),
and hermiticity of the soft mass matrices. The generic symbol εf3 represents ε3 or ε¯3,
respectively.
There are two points worth commenting on here: the first concerns the case when the
Ka¨hler metric expansion coefficients in (2.41) and those in the soft mass terms (2.32) are
mutually proportional to each other, i.e. bi = αki ∀i where α is a universal constant hence
all the nonuniversal bij coefficients in (2.54) vanish ! This could (hypothetically) happen if
for instance both the Ka¨hler metric and soft masses originate from a common factorizable22
operator of the form (dropping all the flavour indices) [24]:
L ∋
∫
d4θ
(
1 +
Xˆ†Xˆ
MX
2 + . . .
)
fˆ †
(
c01+
∑
Φ
cΦ
Φˆ⊗ Φˆ†
M2f,Φ
+ . . .
)
fˆ + . . . , (2.55)
If now Xˆ develops both the VEV on its scalar component X˜ as well as a non-zero F -term
(like e.g. in supergravity) the flavour structure of the soft masses (driven by FX) is identical
to the flavour structure of the Ka¨hler (driven by 〈X˜†X˜〉) and one obtains:
m20bi =
|FX |2
MX2
ci, ki =
|〈X〉|2
MX2
ci, (2.56)
22By factorizability we mean that the hidden sector fields couple to matter in a flavour-blind way like
e.g. those in formula (2.55).
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and thus bi = αki ∀i with α = |F
2
X
|
m20〈X˜〉2 . This, however, should be expected since the SUSY-
breaking sector in (2.55) factorized out of the flavour structure and thus the transmission
of the SUSY-breaking to the visible sector is flavour blind, leading to the flavour-universal
soft SUSY-breaking masses (after canonical normalization).
Second, let us comment on the GUT limit of the soft-SUSY breaking sector in the
canonical basis. Employing for instance the Pati-Salam condition (2.18) together with
bf,f
c
ij ≡ bij , bf,f
c ≡ b and replacing all the ’bookkeeping’ y4 and a4 couplings via (2.20) and
(2.30), one can see that all the soft mass matrices coincide at leading order
m2uc = m
2
νc , m
2
Q = m
2
L, m
2
e˜c = m
2
d˜c
(2.57)
(up to23 extra ε factors entering m2uc , m
2
νc). This is, however, not entirely the case for the
Yukawa and trilinear couplings because of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient in the y22, y23
and y32 Yukawas and similarly a22, a23 and a32 in the trilinear sector (at leading order):
yf22 = RyΣσC
f , (2.58)
yu,ν32 = R
(
yΣσC
u,νeiφ3 − 1
2
y3ε
2
3
k2
k0
e−iφ3
)
, yu,ν23 = RyΣσC
u,ν
(
1− 1
2
ε23
k3
k0
)
eiφ3 ,
yd,e32 = R
(
yΣσC
d,eeiφ3 − 1
2
y3ε¯
2
3
k2
k0
e−iφ3
)
, yd,e23 = RyΣσC
d,e
(
1− 1
2
ε¯23
k3
k0
)
eiφ3 ,
and similarly for the A-terms.
3. Solving SUSY flavour and CP problems with SU(3) family symmetry
With all the relevant ingredients at hand we can now approach a detailed study of phe-
nomenology of the tri-bimaximal SU(3) flavour model under consideration.
3.1 General remarks
The first step is to rotate all the canonically normalized quantities we have obtained in the
last section into the SCKM basis [34] that makes the quark and (charged) lepton Yukawa
matrices diagonal. The major benefit of this operation is that all the parameters in the
soft sector are then (at least in principle) physical.
On the technical side, this is achieved by redefining the matter fields by means of
unitary transformations fL → UfLfL, fR → UfRfR that act on the Yukawa matrices as:
Yu → Uu†L YuUuR ≡ Y˜u , Yd → Ud†L YdUdR ≡ Y˜d , Ye → U e†L YeU eR ≡ Y˜e , (3.1)
where the tilded matrices correspond to the relevant quantities in the SCKM basis. Note
that (by definition) Y˜u,d,e are all diagonal with (conventionally) positive eigenvalues.
23This difference comes from the potential sensitivity of the messenger sector to the GUT-symmetry
breaking – indeed, messengers (being vector-like) are not protected by chiral symmetry. One can find an
explicit example of this for instance in [28].
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Once electroweak symmetry is broken, the SU(2)L doublets QL, LL decompose into
uL, dL and νL, eL components and so do the corresponding superpartners Q˜ and L˜. Thus,
each doublet soft mass term m2Q,L corresponds to two physical scalar masses, i.e. one is
left with four SCKM soft mass matrices corresponding to the up- and down- type rotations
imposed onto m2Q,L:
(m˜2u)LL ≡ Uu†L m2QUuL, (m˜2d)LL ≡ Ud†L m2QUdL, (3.2)
(m˜2e)LL ≡ U e†L m2LU eL, (m˜2ν)LL ≡ Uν†L m2LUνL,
and similarly for the right-handed mass insertions:
(m˜2u)RR ≡ Uu†R m2ucUuR, (m˜2d)RR ≡ Ud†R m2dcUdR, (3.3)
(m˜2e)RR ≡ U e†R m2ecU eR, (m˜2ν)RR ≡ Uν†R m2νcUνR.
Notice that the rotations imposed onto m2L and m
2
νc in order to get the relevant neutrino
soft mass matrices in the SCKM basis are not the large (tri-bimaximal in the left-handed
sector) mixings ∝ UMNS diagonalizing the physical light neutrino mass matrix (coming
from seesaw) but the (relatively small) mixing matrices UνL, U
ν
R diagonalizing the neutrino
Yukawa coupling itself (that in unified framework are close to all the other mixings around).
On the similar grounds one must rotate the canonically normalized trilinear couplings
to get
A˜u ≡ Uu†L AuUuR, A˜d ≡ Ud†L AdUdR, (3.4)
A˜e ≡ U e†L AeU eR, A˜ν ≡ Uν†L AνUνR,
plus hermitean conjugated formulae for the corresponding RL quantities.
SUSY CP and flavour violation is then induced by a misalignment of the full sfermion
and fermion mass matrices that apart from the soft factors defined above contain extra
Yukawa and D-term (in the LL and RR sectors) and µ-term (in the LR and RL entries)
contributions:
m2
f˜
≡

m2f˜ LL m2f˜ LR
m2
f˜ RL
m2
f˜ RR

 =
(
(m˜2f )LL + Y˜f Y˜
†
f v
2
u,d + D˜
f
LL A˜fvu,d − µYfvd,u
A˜†fvu,d − µY˜ †f vd,u (m˜2f )RR + Y˜ †f Y˜fv2u,d + D˜fRR
)
(3.5)
where the various tilded terms correspond to the SCKM quantities defined above and
D˜LL,RR denote the effects of the D-terms, that are however strongly model dependent and
shall be neglected in this study. It is very convenient to define a set of dimensionless “mass
insertion” parameters as follows [35]:
(δfLL)ij =
(
m2
f˜ LL
)
ij
〈mf˜ 〉2LL
, (δfRR)ij =
(
m2
f˜ RR
)
ij
〈mf˜ 〉2RR
, (δfLR)ij =
(
m2
f˜ LR
)
ij
〈mf˜ 〉2LR
, etc. (3.6)
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with an average squared squark (or slepton) mass 〈mf˜ 〉2AB ≡
√
(m2
f˜AA
)ii(m2f˜BB)jj. In the
mass insertion approximation, these quantities can be used directly to estimate rates for
flavour and CP violating processes at the loop-level and bounds on the (δfXY )ij ’s (which
typically depend on tan β ≡ vu/vd and 〈m˜f 〉2) have been derived in the literature; for
further details see Tables 1-3 and references therein.
3.1.1 Experimental constraints
Since m˜2ν ∼ m˜2e under the assumptions we made, in what follows we shall consider con-
straints on
(δℓLL)ij ≡ (δeLL)ij ∼ (δνLL)ij , (3.7)
as is commonly done in the literature. A sample compilation of the various experimental
constraints on δ’s available in the literature is given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The extra
assumptions made throughout compiling these tables are commented on in the relevant
captions.
In the remaining parts of this section we shall estimate these “mass insertions” in theory
under consideration and compare them to the bounds. Let us remark that in most cases
these bounds are obtained in one insertion approximation and thus ignore the possibility of
intricate cancellations. Nevertheless, it is useful to compare theory predictions with these
bounds to decide whether there is a generic conflict with constraints coming from SUSY
flavour and CP violation.
3.1.2 SUSY flavour problem
The data in the Tables 1, 2 and 3 show that there are strong experimental constraints on
the off-diagonal squark and slepton masses in the basis where the charged Yukawa matrices
are diagonal. These constraints are particularly strong for the first and second families of
squarks and sleptons. For example from the experimental limit on the branching ratio for
µ → eγ of about 10−11, one deduces that (δlLL)12, i.e. the ratio of the 12 element of the
slepton doublet mass squared matrix to the average diagonal element mass squared element
must be less than about 6× 10−4. Notice also that in general the constraints involving the
third family are much weaker which is clearly the consequence of the particular difficulty
of the heavy flavour physics experiments.
In general, when one writes down the soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian there is no
a priori reason why the off-diagonal elements should be any smaller than the diagonal
elements, yet phenomenology is telling us that they must be. This is the SUSY flavour
problem. In the CMSSM one postulates that the soft mass matrices must be universal, i.e.
proportional to the unit matrix, a property that is preserved in all Yukawa bases, although
not preserved by radiative corrections due to flavour violating Yukawa couplings. Thus
the CMSSM predicts small violations of universality at low energies due to RGE running
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δd LL LR/RL RR source
|δ12| LL : 1.4× 10−2 LR : 9.0× 10−5 RR : 9.0× 10−3 [36] ∆mK , ε, ...
|Reδ212|
1
2 LL2 : 4.0× 10−2 LR2 : 4.4× 10−3 LLRR : 2.8× 10−3 [35, 37] ∆mK
|Imδ212|
1
2 LL2 : 3.2× 10−3 LR2 : 3.5× 10−4 LLRR : 2.2× 10−4 [35, 37] ε
|Imδ12| LL : 4.8× 10−1 LR : 2.0× 10−5 − [35, 37] ε′/ε
|δ13| LL : 9.0× 10−2 LR : 1.7× 10−2 RR : 7.0× 10−2 [36] ∆mBd , 2β
|Reδ213|
1
2 LL2 : 9.8× 10−2 LR2 : 3.3× 10−2 LLRR : 1.8× 10−2 [35] ∆mBd
|Reδ13| LL : 1.4× 10−1 LR : 5.2× 10−2 RR : 2.1× 10−2 [38] ∆mBd
|Imδ13| LL : 3.0× 10−1 LR : 2.3× 10−2 RR : 9.0× 10−3 [38] Bd −Bd
|δ23| LL : 1.6× 10−1 LR : 4.5× 10−3 RR : 2.2× 10−1 [36] ∆mBs
Reδ23 LL : 5.0× 10−1 LR : 2.5× 10−2 RR : 5.0× 10−1 [39] b→ sγ
LL : 3.0× 10−1 LR : 2.0× 10−2 RR : 2.0× 10−1 [40] b→ sl+l−
|Imδ23| − LR : 1.5× 10−2 − [39] b→ sγ
LL : 3.0× 10−1 LR : 1.8× 10−2 RR : O(1) [40] b→ sl+l−
|Reδ11| − LR : 1.6× 10−3 − [35] ∆md
|Imδ11| − LR : 3.0× 10−6 − [35] dn
− LR : 1.1× 10−6 − [41] dn
− LR : 6.7× 10−8 − [41] dHg
|Reδ22| − LR : 2.4× 10−2 − [35] ∆ms
|Imδ22| − LR : 6.6× 10−6 − [41] dn
− LR : 5.6× 10−6 − [41] dHg
|Reδ33| − LR : 7.3× 10−1 − [35] ∆mb
Table 1: Various experimental constraints on the mass insertion parameters associated with the
down-type squark soft parameters m˜d (LL and RR case) and A
d (LR/RL case). The given numbers
correspond to an average down squark mass 〈m˜d〉 = 500GeV in one mass insertion approximation.
In all mg˜/m˜ = 1 is assumed. The actual numbers correspond to tanβ in the range 5 . tanβ . 15,
but can vary with the details of the underlying model. Note also that unlike the RR/LL limits,
the LR/RL bounds are essentially tanβ insensitive, see e.g. [35].
effects, in the case of leptons due to the effects of the see-saw mechanism. However the
CMSSM is not a theory but an ansatz, although its assumptions may be realized in specific
frameworks such as minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) under certain assumptions about
the hidden sector couplings that break SUSY.
In the present section we shall see that SU(3) family symmetry provides an alternative
resolution to the SUSY flavour problem24, in which the non-universalities in soft masses
are linked to the Yukawa couplings, leading to small SUSY flavour violation involving the
first and second families, and larger violations of universality involving the third family,
consistently with the constraints in the Tables.
24For previous attempts in this direction see e.g. [50] and references therein.
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δu LL LR/RL RR source
|Reδ12| 12 LL2 : 1.0 × 10−1 LR2 : 3.1× 10−2 LLRR : 1.7× 10−2 [35] ∆mD
|Imδ11| − LR : 5.9× 10−6 − [35] dn
− LR : 1.5× 10−6 − [41] dn
− LR : 6.7× 10−8 − [41] dHg
Table 2: Various experimental constraints on the mass insertion parameters associated with the
down-type squark soft parameters m˜u (LL and RR case) and A
u (LR/RL case). The given numbers
correspond to an average down squark mass 〈m˜u〉 = 500GeV in one insertion approximation. In
all cases we assume mg˜/m˜ = 1. As before, the given bounds correspond to tanβ in the range
5 . tanβ . 15. Note that the third generation bounds are entirely absent due to the elusiveness of
the top sector.
δℓ LL LR/RL RR source
|δ12| LL : 6.0× 10−4 LR : 1.0 × 10−5 − [36] µ→ eγ
LL : 2.0× 10−3 LR : 3.5 × 10−5 RR : 9.0 × 10−2 [36] µ→ eee
LL : 2.0× 10−4 LR : 3.5 × 10−5 − [36] µ→ e in 22Ti
|δ13| LL : 1.5× 10−1 LR : 4.0 × 10−2 − [36] τ → eγ
− LR : 5.0 × 10−1 − [36] τ → eee
|δ23| LL : 1.2× 10−1 LR : 3.0 × 10−2 − [36] τ → µγ
− LR : 5.0 × 10−1 − [36] τ → µee
|Reδ11| − LR : 8.0 × 10−3 − [35] ∆me
|Imδ11| − LR : 3.7 × 10−7 − [35] de
− LR : 1.6 × 10−7 − [41] de
Table 3: Various experimental constraints on the mass insertion parameters associated with the
charged lepton soft parameters m˜l (LL and RR case) and A
ℓ (LR/RL case). The average slepton
mass used in deriving these bounds is somewhat smaller than the one in the squark sector, typically
〈m˜l〉 = 200GeV. As usual, mg˜/m˜ = 1 and 5 . tanβ . 15 is assumed. While the LL bounds
generically scale as 1/ tanβ due to the chirality flip in the relevant amplitudes, the LR bounds are
essentially tanβ-insensitive. For more details see e.g. [36] and references therein.
3.1.3 SUSY CP problem
Another facet of the SUSY flavour issue is the so called SUSY CP problem stemming from
the fact that in general there could be large extra CP phases coming from the soft SUSY
breaking sector of the MSSM. However, the Standard Model accounts for the observed
CP violating effects to such a level of accuracy that one must impose stringent bounds
on such extra contributions to avoid conflict with experiment. This is, however, often at
odds with naturalness. Let us focus on two particularly interesting manifestations of the
issue emerging in the CP violating electric dipole moments of electron and neutron and CP
violation in rare decays, that are perhaps the most promising channels to see the “Beyond
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Standard Model” CP violating effects.
Electric dipole moments:
The measured values of the CP violating EDMs of electron, neutron and mercury (de <
6.3×10−26e cm, dn < 4.3×10−27e cm and dHg < 2.1×10−28e cm, (all of them at 90% C.L.)
c.f. for instance [41], [35] and references therein) impose strong constraints on the phases
of the (first generation) elements of the LR (and RL) pieces of the soft-SUSY breaking
mass matrices driven in the MSSM by the A-terms and the µ parameter, in particular(
δ
u,d(l)
LR
)
11
≡ 1〈m˜u,d(l)〉2LR
[
A˜
u,d(l)
11 vu,d − µY˜ u,d(l)11 vd,u
]
(3.8)
in the form Im(δu,dLR)11 . 10
−7 (for neutralino masses comparable to the masses of relevant
scalars).
The standard approach to this issue is imposing the CMSSM universal boundary con-
dition (at the SUSY breaking scale) connecting the trilinear couplings Af to the corre-
sponding Yukawa sector via Af = A0Y
f which in the super-CKM basis leads to
A˜f = A0Y˜
f = A0


|y˜f11|
|y˜f22|
|y˜f33|

 . (3.9)
Thus, the experimental bounds Im(δu,d11 )LR . 10
−6, Im(δℓ11)LR . 10
−7 (for the low scale
values 〈m˜q〉 ∼ 500GeV, 〈m˜l〉 ∼ 200GeV corresponding roughly to m0 ∼ 100 GeV at the
GUT scale, c.f. section 3.2.4) can be satisfied provided
|Im(δu11)LR| ∼ 0.05 ×
ImA0v
m20
tan β√
1 + tan2 β
|y˜u11| . 10−6
|Im(δd11)LR| ∼ 0.05 ×
ImA0v
m20
1√
1 + tan2 β
|y˜d11| . 10−6 (3.10)
|Im(δl11)LR| ∼ 0.2 ×
ImA0v
m20
1√
1 + tan2 β
|y˜l11| . 10−7
where the numerical factors 0.05 and 0.2 account for the RG evolution discussed in more
detail in section 3.2.4. For |y˜d11| ∼ 10−3, |y˜u11| ∼ 10−4, |y˜e11| ∼ 10−4, tan β ∼ O(10) this
requires approximately Im(A0/m
2
0) . 10
−2 and Arg(µ) < 10−1, which is not very natural.
CP violation in rare decays:
Another manifestation of the presence of the SUSY CP phases is the possibly large con-
tributions to the direct and indirect CP violation in rare decays. Since the most stringent
constraints come from the neutral kaon system, let us focus here on the εK and ε
′
K param-
eters.
While the indirect CP violation εK parameter is well under control in the Standard
Model, the situation of the direct CP violating CP parameter ε′K is still not entirely clear.
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This is mainly due to an intricate interplay between the two leading contributions coming
from the so called O6 and O8 operators [35] corresponding to the structures
O6 = d
α
Lγ
µsβL
∑
q=u,d,s
qR
βγµq
α
R O8 =
g
8pi2
msd
α
Lσ
µνtAαβG
A
µνs
β
R (3.11)
The estimates given in the literature, c.f. for instance [42], [43], [44], [45] and references
therein, are subject to large uncertainties in the relevant hadronic matrix elements and
the general tendency is to somewhat underestimate the measured value of ε′K/εK . As has
been pointed out by Masiero and Murayama [37], a significant SUSY contribution to this
measurable - still compatible with the experimental limits - can emerge for instance in
frameworks beyond the CMSSM. This is because the SUSY parts of the Wilson coefficients
associated with these operators are sensitive to different pieces of the soft SUSY breaking
sector:
C6 ∝ α
2
s
〈m2q˜〉
(δdLL)12P6(x), C8 ∝
αspi
〈m2q˜〉
[
(δdLL)12P
LL
8 (x) +
mg˜
ms
(δdLR)12P
LR
8 (x)
]
(3.12)
Here P6(x) and P8(x) are polynomial factors of O(1) depending on x = m2g˜/〈m2q˜〉. Notice
in particular the enhancement of the δdLR contribution to C8 due to the large ratio of the
gluino to strange quark massesmg˜/ms. This makes C8 quite sensitive to the 12 off-diagonal
term in the relevant trilinear coupling as a potential source of dominance of O8 over O6
violating their destructive interference observed in the Standard Model approach.
3.2 SU(3) family symmetry predictions
Remarkably enough, the flavour model considered in this work fits nicely the set of criteria
proposed in [37] - namely there is a flavour symmetry protecting the flavour and CP
violation - recall that in the current model CP is a symmetry of the lagrangian that gets
spontaneously broken by the flavon (and a GUT-scale Higgs) VEVs. Second, the Yukawa
textures are hierarchical and the CKM mixing is dominated by the down-quark sector
contributions (leading to a significant Ad12 in the SCKM basis). Moreover, the expected
tight connection between ε′K/εK and neutron EDM anticipated in [37] is realized as both
these phenomena turn out to be dependent on a single flavon phase factor φ1, c.f. formulae
(2.5), (3.68) and (3.74).
3.2.1 The SCKM rotations - leading order 3 × 3 analysis
To assess the SUSY flavour and CP violation in the current model one should consider the
soft mass matrices in the SCKM basis , where the mass insertion δ’s are defined (3.6).
The mixing angles parametrizing the relevant super-CKM rotation matrices UuL and
UuR in (3.1) can be (for hierarchical Yukawa matrices) readily read off from (2.50):
θf,L12 ∼
Y f12
Y f22
, θf,L13 ∼
Y f13
Y f33
, θf,L23 ∼
Y f23
Y f33
, θf,R12 ∼
Y f∗21
Y f∗22
, θf,R13 ∼
Y f∗31
Y f∗33
, θf,R23 ∼
Y f∗32
Y f∗33
,
(3.13)
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These rotations (by definition) bring the Yukawa matrices to diagonal form
Y˜ u = Ru


−yu1 yu2yu4 ε
2ε¯2 0 0
0 yu4 ε
2 0
0 0 yu3 ε
2
3

 , Y˜ d = Rd


−yd1yd2
yd4
ε4 0 0
0 yd4ε
2 0
0 0 yd3ε
2
3

 , (3.14)
Y˜ e = Re


−ye1ye2ye4 ε
4 0 0
0 ye4ε
2 0
0 0 ye3ε
2
3

 (3.15)
with the minus sign at the 11 entry corresponding to the seesaw origin of the first generation
masses. Note that if there is an underlying GUT symmetry (2.18) one can replace y4 from
(2.20) to get (below the GUT scale)
Y˜ u = R


− y1y2yΣσCu ε2ε¯2 0 0
0 yΣσC
uε2 0
0 0 y3ε
2
3

 and Y˜ d,e = R


− y1y2
yΣσCd,e
ε4 0 0
0 yΣσC
d,eε2 0
0 0 y3ε
2
3

 ,
(3.16)
where the role of the Clebsches Cd = 1 and Ce = 3 in disentangling the down-quark and
charged lepton spectra is obvious.
The SCKM rotations UfL,R are then given (at leading order) by
UuL ≈


1 tu,L12 ε¯ t
u,L
13 ε
2ε¯
−tu,L12 ε¯ 1 tu,L23 ε2
O(ε3ε¯) −tu,L23 ε2e−iφ3 e−iφ3

 , (3.17)
UuR ≈


1 tu,R12 ε¯ t
u,R
13 ε
2ε¯ e−2iφ3
−tu,R12 ε¯ 1 tu,R23 ε2 e−2iφ3
−tu,R31 ε2ε¯ e−iφ3 tu,R32 ε2e−iφ3 e−iφ3

 ,
where the O(1) coefficients tu,Lij and tu,Rij obey:
tu,L12 =
yu1
yu4
, tu,L13 =
yu1
yu3 ε
2
3
, tu,L23 =
yu4
yu3 ε
2
3
, (3.18)
tu,R12 =
yu2
yu4
, tu,R13 =
yu2
yu3 ε
2
3
(
1 +
1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
, tu,R31 =
1
2
yu2k
uc
2
yu4k
uc
0
(
1 +
1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
,
tu,R23 =
yu4
yu3 ε
2
3
+
1
2
(
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
yu4
yu3
− k
uc
2
ku
c
0
e2iφ3
)
, tu,R32 = −
yu4
yu3 ε
2
3
e2iφ3 − 1
2
(
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
yu4
yu3
e2iφ3 − k
uc
2
ku
c
0
)
,
while the corresponding down-quark (and charged lepton) sector quantities are readily ob-
tained from UuL,R upon replacing ε→ ε¯, ε3 → ε¯3, ku
c
i → kd
c
i (k
uc
i ), y
u
i → ydi (yei ) respectively.
We have enforced a phase convention such that the unphysical phases are removed from
the CKM matrix VCKM = U
u†
L U
d
L (and VCKM happens to be real at the leading order).
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Notice that the diagonal nature of the PQ,L transformation leads to essentially no
Ka¨hler sector dependence of the left-handed rotation angles (3.18) at the leading order.
Moreover, one can expect that the similarity of entries of UfL,R matrices with the corre-
sponding trilinear sector off-diagonalities shall cancel most of the canonical normalization
effects in the A-terms, in particular if the A-terms and Yukawa couplings come from a com-
mon source, c.f. similar discussion of the soft masses and Ka¨hler metric around formula
(2.55).
3.2.2 The SCKM form of A and m2
’Sandwiching’ the canonically normalized A-terms (2.51) and soft masses (2.53) between
the relevant SCKM rotations (3.17) along the lines of formulae (3.1) one readily obtains
the SCKM form of these quantities.
The SCKM form of the trilinear couplings:
The trilinear coupling matrices, in the SCKM basis, are given by A˜f ≡ Uf†L AfUfR which
yields:
A˜u = A0


a˜u11 ε
2ε¯2 a˜u12 ε
2ε¯ a˜u13 ε
2ε¯
a˜u21 ε
2ε¯ a˜u22ε
2 a˜u23ε
2
a˜u31 ε
2ε¯ a˜u32ε
2 a˜u33ε
2
3

+ . . . , (3.19)
A˜d = A0


a˜d11ε¯
4 a˜d12ε¯
3 a˜d13ε¯
3
a˜d21ε¯
3 a˜d22ε¯
2 a˜d23ε¯
2
a˜d31ε¯
3 a˜d32ε¯
2 a˜d33ε¯
2
3

+ . . . , A˜e = A0


a˜e11ε¯
4 a˜e12ε¯
3 a˜e13ε¯
3
a˜e21ε¯
3 a˜e22ε¯
2 a˜e23ε¯
2
a˜e31ε¯
3 a˜e32ε¯
2 a˜e33ε¯
2
3

+ . . . ,
where
a˜u11 = R
u 1
yu4
(
au4
yu4
yu1y
u
2 − au2yu1 − au1yu2
)
, a˜u22 = R
uau4 , a˜
u
33 = R
uau3 ,
a˜u12 = R
u
(
au1 −
au4
yu4
yu1
)
, a˜u21 = R
u
(
au2 −
au4
yu4
yu2
)
,
a˜u13 = R
u
(
au1 −
au4
yu4
yu1
)(
1− 1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
+ . . .
)
, a˜u31 = R
u
(
au2 −
au4
yu4
yu2
)
e2iφ3 , (3.20)
a˜u23 = R
u
(
au4 −
au3
yu3
yu4
)(
1− 1
2
ε23
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
+ . . .
)
, a˜u32 = R
u
(
au4 −
au3
yu3
yu4
)
e2iφ3 ,
and analogously for the coefficients a˜dij , a˜
e
ij .
It is worth pointing out that in the limit of the defining basis trilinear couplings being
all proportional to the corresponding Yukawas by a common factor (i.e. proportional in
the matrix sense) the off-diagonalities in the SCKM form of the A-terms (3.20) all drop
while the diagonal elements converge to the relevant Yukawa sector eigenvalues (3.14),
up to a global factor. The canonical normalization effect boils down to real rescaling R
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common to both Yukawa and trilinear sectors. Second, the unitary parts of the canonical
normalization transformations Pfc drop out as they should (notice that there is no factor
proportional to kf
c
1,2 above), because their net effects correspond to just a common change
of basis in the Yukawa and A-sector. This, in turn, provides a nontrivial consistency check
of all our results.
The SCKM form of the soft masses:
Due to the unitary nature of the SCKM transformation, the left-handed soft mass terms
remain essentially diagonal even in the SCKM basis (to an excellent approximation):
(m2u˜)LL ≡ (UuL)†m2QUuL = m20bQ1,
(m2
d˜
)LL ≡ (UdL)†m2QUdL = m20bQ1, (3.21)
(m2
l˜
)LL ≡ (U ℓL)†m2LU ℓL = m20bℓ1,
while the right-handed ones receive nontrivial contributions from the SCKM rotations, c.f.
(3.17). Keeping only the leading terms (in powers of ε and ε where ε < ε) one can write:
(m2u˜)RR = (U
u
R)
†m2ucU
u
R ∼ m20

 buc1+


ε2ε¯2 b˜u
c
11 ε
2ε¯ b˜u
c
12 ε
2ε¯ b˜u
c
13
. ε2 b˜u
c
22 ε
2 b˜u
c
23
. . ε23 b˜
uc
33

+ . . .

 ,
(m2
d˜
)RR = (U
d
R)
†m2dcU
d
R ∼ m20

 bdc1+


ε4 b˜d
c
11 ε
3 b˜d
c
12 ε
3 b˜d
c
13
. ε2 b˜d
c
22 ε
2 b˜d
c
23
. . ε23 b˜
dc
33

+ . . .

 , (3.22)
(m2
l˜
)RR = (U
ℓ
R)
†m2ecU
ℓ
R ∼ m20

bec1+


ε¯4 b˜e
c
11 ε¯
4 b˜e
c
12 ε¯
4 b˜e
c
13
. ε¯2 b˜e
c
22 ε¯
2 b˜e
c
23
. . ε¯23 b˜
ec
33

+ . . .

 ,
where again the universal pieces remain intact because of the unitarity of the SCKM rota-
tions (and the relevant bf,f
c
coefficients are identical to those in the canonically normalized
case, c.f. (2.54)) while the non-universal coefficients are given by:
b˜u
c
11 =
1
ku
c
0
(
bu
c
1 −
bu
c
0
ku
c
0
ku
c
1
)
+
1
ku
c
0
(
bu
c
2 −
bu
c
0
ku
c
0
ku
c
2
)(
yu2
yu4
)2
, b˜u
c
22 =
1
ku
c
0
(
bu
c
2 −
bu
c
0
ku
c
0
ku
c
2
)
,
b˜u
c
33 =
1
ku
c
0
(
bu
c
3 −
bu
c
0
ku
c
0
ku
c
3
)(
1− k
uc
3
ku
c
0
ε23
)
, b˜u
c
12 = −
1
ku
c
0
(
bu
c
2 −
bu
c
0
ku
c
0
ku
c
2
)
yu2
yu4
,
b˜u
c
13 = −
1
ku
c
0
(
bu
c
2 −
bu
c
0
ku
c
0
ku
c
2
)
yu2
yu4
(
1− 1
2
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
ε23
)
, (3.23)
b˜u
c
23 =
1
ku
c
0
[(
bu
c
2 −
bu
c
0
ku
c
0
ku
c
2
)
−
(
bu
c
3 −
bu
c
0
ku
c
0
ku
c
3
)
yu4
yu3
e−2iφ3
](
1− 1
2
ku
c
3
ku
c
0
)
.
The analogous formulae for the relevant down-type quark (and charged lepton) sector struc-
tures are again obtained from (3.21)-(3.23) upon replacing ε→ ε¯, ε3 → ε¯3, kuci → kd
c
i (k
uc
i ),
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yui → ydi (yei ) respectively. Notice that, as discussed below (2.54), all these coefficients
vanish if the Ka¨hler metric is proportional to the defining basis soft masses, i.e. bf
c
ij = 0.
We have already seen in section 2.3.2 that if there is an underlying GUT symmetry,
all the (untilded) bf,f
c
, bf,f
c
ij coefficients tend to align at the leading order yielding:
bQ = bu
c
= bd
c
= bℓ = bν
c
= be
c
, bQij = b
uc
ij = b
dc
ij = b
ℓ
ij = b
νc
ij = b
ec
ij . (3.24)
However, since the SCKM rotations do also feel the GUT symmetry breaking (via the
Georgi-Jarlskog Higgs field Σ), this is no longer the case for the b˜f,f
c
ij coefficients above
– one should take into account the Clebsches associated with the y4 coupling in formulae
(3.23), c.f. also (2.20) and (2.30).
3.2.3 Leading order predictions for δ parameters
With all this at hand, the leading order δ’s (at the high scale) can now be read off from
the SCKM form of the soft mass matrices and trilinear couplings given above.
Concerning the experimental limits on the left-handed sector off-diagonal terms (δfLL)ij ,
the freedom to push up the SU(2)L-doublet messenger masses MQ,L almost freely (c.f.
formula (2.9)) admits for suppressing all the off-diagonal (δLL)ij parameters as much as
desired in order to satisfy all the relevant bounds. In principle, we can even assume
(δfLL)ij = 0 at the family symmetry breaking scale. In such a case the most stringent
constraints in the current framework are those associated with (δfRR)ij and (δ
f
LR,RL)ij
parameters.
Using the magnitudes of the universal soft mass terms to approximate the average
squark and slepton masses entering the relevant prescription (3.6) one can estimate (in
terms of ε and ε¯)
(δuRR)12 ≈
b˜u
c
12
buc
ε2ε¯ , (δuRR)13 ≈
b˜u
c
13
buc
ε2ε¯ , (δuRR)23 ≈
b˜u
c
23
buc
ε2eiΨu ,
(δdRR)12 ≈
b˜d
c
12
bd
c ε¯
3 , (δdRR)13 ≈
b˜d
c
13
bd
c ε¯
3 , (δdRR)23 ≈
b˜d
c
23
bd
c ε¯
2eiΨd , (3.25)
(δeRR)12 ≈
b˜e
c
12
bec
ε¯3 , (δeRR)13 ≈
b˜e
c
13
bec
ε¯3 , (δeRR)23 ≈
b˜e
c
23
bec
ε¯2eiΨe ,
where ε¯2 ≈ 2×10−2, ε2 ≈ 2×10−3, ε¯3 ≈ 3×10−3 and ε2ε¯ ≈ 4×10−4. Notice that there are
O(1) phases emerging already at the leading order in the 23 sector (c.f. formulae (3.23))
that we have denoted by generic symbols Ψf .
Concerning δLR and δRL, these come from the trilinear couplings and Eq. 3.6. The
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flavour-off-diagonal ones obey:
(δuLR)12 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜u12√
bQbuc
tβ
t˜β
ε2ε¯, (δuLR)13 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜u13√
bQbuc
tβ
t˜β
ε2ε¯, (δuLR)23 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜u23√
bQbuc
tβ
t˜β
ε2,
(δdLR)12 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜d12√
bQbdc
1
t˜β
ε3, (δdLR)13 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜d13√
bQbdc
1
t˜β
ε3, (δdLR)23 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜d23√
bQbdc
1
t˜β
ε2,
(δeLR)12 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜e12√
bLbe
c
1
t˜β
ε3 , (δeLR)13 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜e13√
bLbe
c
1
t˜β
ε3 , (δeLR)23 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜e23√
bLbe
c
1
t˜β
ε2,
(3.26)
while for the flavour-diagonal entries one has:
(δuLR)11 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜u11√
bQbuc
tβ
t˜β
ε2ε¯2, (δuLR)22 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜u22√
bQbuc
tβ
t˜β
ε2,
(δdLR)11 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜d11√
bQbdc
1
t˜β
ε4, (δdLR)22 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜d22√
bQbdc
1
t˜β
ε2, (3.27)
(δeLR)11 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜e11√
bLbec
1
t˜β
ε4 , (δeLR)22 ≈
A0v
m20
a˜e22√
bLbec
1
t˜β
ε2 ,
where v = 174 GeV and tβ ≡ tan β and t˜β ≡
√
1 + tan2 β. The corresponding δRL
estimates are obtained from those for δLR by replacing a˜
f
ij → a˜f∗ji . Notice also that for
large tan β there is an extra suppression coming from t˜−1β in δ
d,e
LR.
3.2.4 Effects of running:
One should, however, keep in mind that all these predictions emerge at energies where the
family symmetry breaking occurs, typically at the unification scale MG. Thus, in order to
compare these results with the experimental constraints it is necessary to account for the
effects of running down to the electroweak scale.
Soft masses and δLL,RR:
Concerning the generic running pattern of the soft mass parameters the key is their approx-
imate diagonality in the SCKM basis. The running of the diagonal elements is governed
by the flavour universal gauge interactions while the evolution the off-diagonal entries is
driven by the strongly hierarchical Yukawa couplings and/or the soft masses themselves,
as can be seen [17] for instance from the relevant formula for m2uc (omitting the anyway
redundant RR and LL subscripts):
dm2uc
dt
= − 1
4pi2
Gu1+
1
8pi2
(
Y †uYum
2
uc +m
2
ucY
†
uYu + 2Y
†
um
2
QYu + 2m
2
HuY
†
uYu + 2A
†
uAu
)
+. . .
(3.28)
where
Gu ≡ 8
3
g23m
2
3 + g
2
1
{
8
15
m21 +
2
5
[
m2Hu −m2Hd +Tr(m2Q −m2ℓ − 2m2uc +m2dc +m2ec)
]}
.
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Here m1,3 and mHu,d stand for the relevant gaugino and Higgs sector mass parameters
respectively.
Since the off-diagonal part of m2uc ’feels’ only the second term on the RHS of (3.28),
the strong hierarchy of the Yukawas and soft masses therein renders their running strongly
suppressed with respect to the effects induced on the diagonal elements by means of the
first term. Thus, at the leading-log level (i.e. taking the RHS of formula (3.28) constant)
the running effects of the off-diagonal δ-parameters can be approximated by a multiplica-
tive factor due to the evolution of the average squark or slepton mass (squared) in the
denominator of (3.6) only:
(δfLL,RR)
exp.
i 6=j ∼ SRGf × (δfLL,RR)theoryi 6=j , (3.29)
where (δfLL,RR)
theory
i 6=j stands for GUT-scale theory predictions and S
RG
f is the relevant scal-
ing factor. The actual numbers are quite model dependent, nevertheless, SRGf (which
is inversely proportional to 〈m˜q,l〉2) turns out to be in general significantly smaller than
one (because 〈m˜q,l〉2 gets bigger towards the low scale since there is a minus sign in the
first term on the RHS of (3.28)). For the typical behaviour 〈m˜q(MZ)〉 ∼ 5〈m˜q(MG)〉 and
〈m˜l(MZ)〉 ∼ 2〈m˜l(MG)〉 one gets roughly SRGq ∼ 0.05 and SRGl ∼ 0.2.
However, as we have seen in the previous discussion (c.f. section 3.2.3), the situation in
the model under consideration is slightly simplified by the essential GUT-scale diagonality
of the left-handed soft mass matrices. This means that (δfLL)
theory
i 6=j = 0 (to a good precision)
and there is no effect along (3.29) in the LL sector. Thus, the leading order off-diagonalities
in (δfLL)i 6=j come from the second, subleading term in (3.28) and correspond to the radiative
mechanism in the mSUGRA or CMSSM scenarios. These effects are known [46] to be
generally small in the considered class of models and the resulting low-scale (δfLL)
exp.
i 6=j well
below the experimental limits.
To see this explicitly, let us as estimate for instance (in leading-log approximation)
the contribution to the (δℓLL)ij insertions (entering namely the lepton flavour violation
amplitudes) assuming universality at the high scale, i.e. (m2
l˜
)LL ∼ 1. The off-diagonalities
in (δℓLL)ij due to the running effects (3.28) then read:
(δℓ,RGLL )i 6=j ≈ −
1
8pi2
3m20 +A
2
0
m˜2
∑
k
(Yν)ik(Y
†
ν )kj log
(
MG
Mk
)
, (3.30)
(hereMk correspond to the scales of the three right-handed neutrinos). Quantitatively, the
relevant off-diagonal terms on the RHS of (3.30) obey approximately
(YνY
†
ν )12 ≈ (Yν)12(Y †ν )22 ≈ (Yν)13(Y †ν )32 ≈ O(ε4ε¯2) ,
(YνY
†
ν )13 ≈ (Yν)13(Y †ν )33 ≈ O(ε2ε¯) , (3.31)
(YνY
†
ν )23 ≈ (Yν)23(Y †ν )33 ≈ O(ε2ε¯) .
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For m20 ≈ A20 ≈ m˜2 and MG =MP l we get 18π2
3m20+A
2
0
m˜2
log
(
MG
Mk
)
∼ O(1) and one gets:
(δℓ,RGLL )12 ≈ O(ε4ε¯2) , (δℓ,RGLL )13 ≈ O(ε2ε¯) , (δℓ,RGLL )23 ≈ O(ε2ε¯). (3.32)
The rough estimate shows that the RG induced off-diagonal slepton mass matrix elements
are well below the present “bounds” on the leptonic δ’s. The same reasoning can be adopted
to the other flavour sectors with similar results. Therefore, in what remains we can safely
forget about the LL-sector of the soft mass matrices.
Trilinear couplings and δLR:
Due to self-renormalization properties of the A-terms and the corresponding Yukawas the
running effects on the first two generation parameters are in general strongly suppressed
and don’t lead to any substantial change in their order-of-magnitude estimates given in
section 3.2.2. However, the running of the diagonal entries of the soft mass matrices again
generates a change in the corresponding δ parameters as in the case of the δLL and δRR
off-diagonal entries (3.29). Thus, as before, there is a generic extra suppression in theory
predictions for δLR at low energies.
Concerning the effects on phases relevant for CP violation, (apart from the would-be
phase of the µ term entering the δLR/RL parameters discussed in section 3.4) there are
in general two other contributions to the trilinear coupling running one should take into
account – the contribution coming from gauginos and the purely self-renormalization of
the A-terms (and Yukawas, c.f. [17] and references therein):
dAu
dt
=
1
16pi2
(
GAuAu +G
Y
u Yu + terms cubic in A
f , Y f
)
+ . . . (3.33)
where
GAu ≡ −
(
16
3
g23 + 3g
2
2 +
13
15
g21
)
1 ,
GYu ≡
(
16
3
g23m3 + 3g
2
2m2 +
13
15
g21m1
)
1 . (3.34)
While the cubic purely self-renormalization terms can be in most cases safely neglected,
this is no longer the case of the gauge- and gaugino-induced terms giving rise to GAu
and GYu . In particular, the gaugino loops are able to regenerate radiatively the low-scale
trilinear couplings even if we put A0 = 0 at the high scale : Au(MZ) ∼ Yum3(MZ) log MGMZ .
For a non-zero initial A0, the running of the trilinears strongly resembles the behaviour
of the Yukawa couplings. Thus, the net effect is generally rather mild (apart from the
possible non-linearities in the third family) and we shall neglect it. This means that also
the magnitudes of the δLR/RL factors will evolve according to
(δfLR,RL)
exp.
i 6=j ∼ SRGf × (δfLR,RL)theoryi 6=j . (3.35)
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However, as far as the phases are concerned, the effects in the 12 sector are screened
by the small Yukawas, that are, moreover, real and diagonal in the SCKM basis (which is
to be used as the high-scale initial condition). That means that any would-be extra phase
from running can be generated at higher loops only, and thus can hardly compete with the
net phases in the trilinear couplings, that (as we shall see in section 3.4.1) are suppressed
utmost by second generation Yukawa-like trilinear coupling and an extra Cabibbo factor
λ. Thus, we can safely ignore the effects of running on the phases in the relevant trilinear
terms.
3.3 Discussion
With all this at hand we can now compare the experimental constraints discussed in brief
in section 3.1.1 to the estimates of section 3.2.3. We shall take the high scale universal
soft scalar mass m0 = 100 GeV (which, indeed, is a rather conservative value translating
into 〈m˜u,d〉XY ∼ 500 and GeV 〈m˜l〉XY ∼ 200 at the low scale respectively) and similarly
A0 = 100 GeV. A would-be different choice of the initial condition for m0 and A0 shall be,
whenever appropriate, accounted for in the displayed formulae by the relevant powers of
the (500 GeV/〈m˜u,d〉LR), (200 GeV/〈m˜l〉LR) and (A0/100 GeV) factors respectively. For
all the relevant squark-sector δ-parameters (i.e. δLR/RL and δRR in the current context) we
shall assume that the effects of running correct the high-scale predictions only by an extra
factor of SRGu,d ∼ 0.05 for the squark and about SRGl ∼ 0.2 for the slepton sector quantities,
c.f. formulae (3.29) and (3.35).
3.3.1 Limits on off-diagonal δ’s
Kaons:
In the squark sector, the most serious constraints on the flavour-violating δLR/RL and
δRR parameters come from the CP and flavour violation in the neutral Kaon system that
is rather sensitive to (δdRR)12 and (δ
d
LR/RL)12 entries. Taking into account the effects of
running and keeping all the relevant b-coefficients at O(1), the model under consideration
predicts (for ε ∼ 0.05, ε ∼ 0.15) numerically about25
|(δdLR/RL)12| ∼ 0.25× SRGd (A0/100 GeV)(500 GeV/〈m˜d〉LR)2(10/ tan β)ε¯3 ∼ 4× 10−5
|(δdRR)12| ∼ 1× SRGd (500 GeV/〈m˜d〉RR)2ε¯3 ∼ 2× 10−4 (3.36)
at the low scale (for tan β = 10, A0 = 100 GeV and 〈m˜d〉LR,RR = 500 GeV), which are
compatible with the experimental limits in both the LR and RR sectors (even for the most
25Concerning the CP violation in the neutral kaon system (the εK and ε
′
K parameters) the ’naive’ pre-
diction obtained from the absolute value of (δdLR)12 is slightly above the experimental limits and a more
detailed analysis (namely of the phase structure of the relevant terms) is needed. It shall be provided in
section 3.4.3.
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stringent bound imposed on its imaginary part26), c.f. Table 1. Recall, however, that the
numbers in Table 1 are only approximate and a dedicated analysis is needed to quantify
the amount of tension (if any) in the very specific setup under consideration.
b→ s γ and b→ s l+l−:
The situation in b→ sγ and b→ sl+l− is even better as we predict approximately:
|(δdRR)23| ∼ 1× SRGd (500 GeV/〈m˜d〉RR)2ε¯2 ∼ 1× 10−3 (3.37)
at the low scale (for 〈m˜d〉RR = 500 GeV), well below the current limits. Note that the
CP-violating phase in (δdRR)23 arises already at the leading level in eq. (2.54) and thus
there is no extra suppression associated with Im(δdRR)23. Concerning the more stringent
limits on (δdLR,RL)23, the extra suppressions associated with relatively large tan β regime
drives the low-scale prediction
|(δdLR/RL)23| ∼ 0.25× SRGd (A0/100 GeV)(500 GeV/〈m˜d〉LR)2(10/ tan β)ε¯2 ∼ 2× 10−4
(for tan β = 10, A0 = 100 GeV and 〈m˜d〉LR,RR = 500 GeV), c.f. also (3.26), well below the
experimental bounds.
Bd − B¯d mixing:
There is a relatively strong limit on the 13-transitions in down-type squark mass matrix
associated with the Bd − B¯d system, c.f. Table 1. The SU(3) model under consideration
yields at the low scale:
|(δdRR)13| ∼ 1× SRGd (500 GeV/〈m˜d〉RR)2ε¯3 ∼ 2× 10−4 (3.38)
|(δdLR/RL)13| ∼ 0.25× SRGd (A0/100 GeV)(500 GeV/〈m˜d〉LR)2(10/ tan β)ε¯3 ∼ 4× 10−5
(again for tan β = 10, A0 = 100 GeV and 〈m˜d〉LR,RR = 500 GeV), both at least one order
of magnitude below the experimental constraints.
Off-diagonalities in the up-type squark sector:
Due to the elusiveness of the (s)top-sector, the only quantities worth commenting on are
(δuLR)12 and (δ
u
RR)12. Due to the extra suppression associated with ε ∼ 0.05 the predictions
of the current flavour model (again for the low-scale value 〈m˜u〉LR,RR = 500 GeV; tan β
effects in the up-sector are negligible for tan β ∼ 10) at the low scale read:
|(δuRR)12| ∼ 1× SRGu (500 GeV/〈m˜u〉RR)2ε2ε¯ ∼ 2× 10−5 (3.39)
|(δuLR)12| ∼ 2.5× SRGu (A0/100 GeV)(500 GeV/〈m˜u〉LR)2ε2ε¯ ∼ 5× 10−5
As before, these numbers are several orders of magnitude below the experimental limits
given in Table 1.
26Recall the essential diagonality of the LL sector that alleviates the ’combined’ bound on
√
δLLδRR
displayed in Table 1 by roughly an order of magnitude.
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µ→ e γ and µ→ e nuclear conversions:
As far as the lepton flavour violation is concerned, we should look namely at27 and (δℓLR)12
driving µ → eγ and nuclear µ → e conversions. The current model predicts at the low
scale:
|(δℓLR)12| ∼ 0.25 × SRGl (A0/100 GeV)(200 GeV/〈m˜l〉LR)2(10/ tan β)ε¯3 ∼ 2× 10−4 (3.40)
(for tan β = 10, A0 = 100 GeV and 〈m˜l〉LR = 200 GeV) which is one order of magnitude
above the experimental limit for µ → eγ given in Table 3. Recall, however, that the
numbers given therein are only approximate and the actual numerical bound for the setting
under consideration is subject to many effects. For example, the slepton spectrum as low
as 200 GeV is a very conservative choice and the actual bound gets considerably weakened
if this value is lifted. Next, since the LR/RL bounds are essentially tan β-independent,
one can lower the tension by factor of 5 if large tan β regime is employed28. Last, A0 can
easily be smaller than m0, thus accounting for further relaxation of the tension.
Last remark concerns the effects of a would-be nonzero phase of σ as discussed in
section 2.1.1, that would affect29 (through the relevant changes in the SCKM rotations)
the particular phase structure of (δfRR)ij is immaterial as the relevant bounds (on imaginary
parts) are satisfied because of the suppression in the magnitudes rather than the interplay
of the phases.
To conclude, the tri-bimaximal SU(3) flavour model under consideration is (up to a certain
tension in µ→ eγ) compatible with the SUSY flavour violation limits.
CP violation:
As far as the CP violation is concerned, let us first comment on the origin of the CP-
violating phases in the model under consideration and identify the potential issues of the
simple approach of the preceding sections.
3.4 Spontaneous CP violation and SU(3) family symmetry
SU(3) family symmetry can provide a solution to the SUSY CP puzzle if CP is broken only
spontaneously when the family symmetry is broken. In this case all the relevant parameters
in the Lagrangian are real and the CP phases enter only through VEVs of the flavon fields.
This in particular implies that the phase on the µ parameter is zero φµ = 0 (at a high
27Apart from (δℓLL)12 that is generated entirely due to the running effects from the diagonal high-scale
(m2
l˜
)LL, c.f. formula (3.30) and discussion around.
28On top of that, the latest fits of the Yukawa sector of the SU(3) model under consideration point
towards smaller values of ε¯ [16] that can account for an extra suppression of about half order of magnitude.
29Remarkably enough, this is the only sector (apart from CP violation in the CKM matrix) that could
be actually sensitive to a would-be phase of σ; c.f. also section 3.4.1.
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scale where the flavour symmetry is exact; however, the radiative effects do not lead to
significant departures from zero even after the family symmetry breaking, c.f. for instance
[13] and references therein). Similarly, all the dimensionless order unity coefficients in the
original operator expansions, namely yfi , a
f
i , b
f
i , k
f
i , are all real. Since in this approach
the Af -terms and the corresponding Yukawas originate from a common source also the CP
phases of Af and Y f become naturally strongly correlated and thus the transition to the
Super-CKM basis can lead to suppression of phases in A˜f .
CP violation in the stop/sbottom sector:
Let us start with the CP violation in the stop/sbottom sector. It is well known [47, 48, 49]
that a would-be large phase in the stop trilinear couplings can have a big impact on the
MSSM Higgs physics - even in case of a CP conserving MSSM Higgs sector, the stop
loops can induce relatively large CP effects in the relevant Higgs amplitudes due to only
mild suppression in the third generation Yukawa couplings. However, as one can see from
(3.20), the imaginary parts of all the (A˜f )33 elements
30 are screened with respect to the
real leading order ∼ O(1) contributions associated with the third generation Yukawas:
Arg(A˜f )33 ∼ Arg
(
e2iφ3
a4ε
f2
2
a3ε23
)
∼ ε
f2
2
ε23
sin 2φ3 (3.41)
where the small factor comes from the hierarchy of the leading and subleading contributions
to (Aˆf )33 in the Eq. 2.27. Numerically, one gets (taking ε
u = ε ∼ 0.05, εd = ε ∼ 0.15 and
ε3 ∼ 0.5)
Arg(A˜t) ∼ 10−2 sin 2φ3, Arg(A˜b) ∼ 10−1 sin 2φ3 (3.42)
Moreover, the self-renormalization feature of the trilinear couplings renders the would-
be phases induced by running negligible. Thus, the current model does not lead to any
substantial deviations from the ’standard’ CP-conserving MSSM Higgs physics.
CP violation in the 1-2 sector (EDM’s, ε′K/εK of neutral Kaons):
Concerning the leading order predictions for the 1-2 block of the relevant trilinear couplings
one can see from (3.26) that (in the SCKM basis) the overall magnitudes of the (Au,d,l)11
(relevant for the dipole moments) as well as (Ad)12 (driving the CP violation in the Kaon
system) overshoot the relevant experimental constraints in Table 1 by several orders of
magnitude. However, since these entries are real31 at the leading order, c.f. (3.20), one
can not draw any conclusion unless the relevant phases are revealed by means of a more
detailed next-to-leading-order analysis focusing on these issues, as we now discuss.
30Though the subleading contributions to the 33 elements are not explicitly displayed in (3.20), it is
sufficient to recall that they come from the same operator as the leading order 23 entries and have essentially
the same structure.
31For complex σ as discussed in section 2.1.1 the situation is less clear and shall be addressed in detail
in section 3.4.1.
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3.4.1 2× 2 next to leading order approximation
In the hierarchical case we can focus on the contributions coming from the first two gener-
ations since the admixture due to the potentially large third generation diagonal entry is
screened by two powers of the (UfL,R)13 mixing factors that is enough to make it negligible.
Technical prerequisites:
Thus, let us inspect in detail the 12 blocks of the Yukawa matrices. Recalling first the lead-
ing order result (2.50) (restoring for conciseness the original set of expansion parameters):
Y f2×2,LO =
(
0 yf12ε
f
1ε
f
2
yf21ε
f
1ε
f
2 y
f
22ε
f2
2
)
+ . . . (3.43)
(which is entirely real) one should look at next-to leading order contributions to reveal the
dominant phases. Inspecting the higher order terms coming (in the defining basis) from the
second and third term in formula (2.7) one can see that only the 22 entry of Y2×2 receives
a phase (at next-to-leading order) and the matrix form of the NLO correction to (3.43) is
(before canonical normalization)
∆Yˆ f2×2,NLO =
(
0 0
0 εf1ε
f
2 (y
f
1 + y
f
2 )e
iφ1
)
(3.44)
However, canonical normalization contributes only by a pure rescaling factor Rf (at leading
order, c.f. (2.50)) because, as we have seen in section 2.3.2, the unitary piece of Pf,fc is
not powerful enough to affect the 12 block. Thus, defining
∆yf22 ≡ Rf (yf1 + yf2 ) (3.45)
along the lines of (2.50) one can write the (canonically normalized) NLO correction to
(3.43) as follows:
∆Y f2×2,NLO =
(
0 0
0 ∆yf22ε
f
1ε
f
2e
iφ1
)
(3.46)
Collecting (3.43) and (3.46) one arrives to the desired formula for the relevant part of the
canonically normalized 2×2 Yukawa matrix
Y f2×2 =
(
0 αf1
αf2 β
feiφ
f
)
+ . . . (3.47)
where the following shorthand notation is used:
αf1 ≡ εf1εf2yf12, αf2 ≡ εf1εf2yf21, βfeiφ
f
= yf22ε
f2
2 +∆y
f
22ε
f
1ε
f
2e
iφ1 (3.48)
Since αf1 , α
f
2 and β
f are all real it is easy to derive the generic shape of the relevant (2× 2
parts of the) SCKM rotation matrices UL and UR (dropping for a while the flavour index):
UL = e
iω
(
cos θ2 e
iρ sin θ2
− sin θ2eiφ ei(φ+ρ) cos θ2
)
, UR = e
iω
(
cos θ1e
iφ ei(φ+ρ) sin θ1
− sin θ1 eiρ cos θ1
)
(3.49)
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where
θ1 = θ +∆θ, θ2 = θ −∆θ, provided tan 2θ = α2 + α1
β
, tan 2∆θ =
α2 − α1
β
. (3.50)
The requirement of diagonality does not impose any further constraints on the remaining
phases angles ω and ρ. However, an extra input is provided by the phase-fixing convention
we impose on the CKM matrix VCKM = (U
u
L)
†UdL (i.e. the standard form with 11 and
12 entries real). Distinguishing the up and down-sector angles and phases by the relevant
superscripts one obtains32:
ei(ω
d−ωu)
(
cos θu2 cos θ
d
2 + e
i(φd−φu) sin θu2 sin θ
d
2
)
∈ R (3.51)
ei(ω
d−ωu+ρd)
(
cos θu2 sin θ
d
2 − ei(φ
d−φu) sin θu2 cos θ
d
2
)
∈ R (3.52)
This admits fixing the free phases ρd and ω
d − ωu: it is clear from (3.51) that ωd − ωu is
tiny (the phase in (3.51) enters through a suppressed second term only) while ρd receives
a decent correction from (3.52). Numerically, one can estimate:
sin ρd ∼ −Arg
(
cos θu2 sin θ
d
2 − ei(φ
d−φu) sin θu2 cos θ
d
2
)
∼ sin(φd − φu)sin θ
u
2
sin θd2
(3.53)
which is very small because of the screening of both φu,d and also θu2 < θ
d
2. From (3.48) we
find:
sin(φd − φu) =
(
∆yd22
yd22
εd1
εd2
− ∆y
u
22
yu22
εu1
εu2
)
sinφ1 ∼
(
∆yd22
yd22
− ∆y
u
22
yu22
)
ε¯ sinφ1. (3.54)
while the ratio of the mixing angles in the quark sector yields sin θu2/sin θ
d
2 ≈ Cd/Cu = 12 .
Trilinear couplings in the SCKM basis:
With all this at hand we can approach the SCKM rotations of the trilinear couplings. Re-
peating the arguments that brought us to (3.46) one can again parametrize the canonically
normalized NLO A-terms (in the 2× 2 case) as follows:
Af2×2 = A0
(
0 γf1
γf2 δ
feiψ
f
)
(3.55)
where as in (3.48):
γf1 ≡ εf1εf2af12, γf2 ≡ εf1εf2af21, δfeiψ
f
= af22ε
f2
2 +∆a
f
22ε
f
1ε
f
2e
iφ1 (3.56)
again with
∆af22 ≡ Rf (af1 + af2). (3.57)
Recall that γfi and δ
f are again real parameters. The quantity of major importance is then
A˜ = U †LAUR (with the SCKM rotations taken from (3.49)) which obeys:
A˜ ≈ A0
(
cos θ2 e
iρ sin θ2
− sin θ2eiφ ei(φ+ρ) cos θ2
)†(
0 γ1
γ2 δe
iψ
)(
cos θ1e
iφ ei(φ+ρ) sin θ1
− sin θ1 eiρ cos θ1
)
(3.58)
32Concerning the ρu phase, one can get a constraint similar to (3.52) by considering the 21 element of
VCKM , but in what follows we shall not need ρ
u.
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Extracting the physical parameters:
In what follows we shall focus on the imaginary parts of the 11 and 12 entries of A˜ driving
the SUSY contributions to EDMs and CPV in rare 2nd generation decays respectively. For
the sake of that, it is convenient to write
Im(A˜)11 = Im
[
UL†11 A11U
R
11 + U
L†
12 A21U
R
11 + U
L†
11 A12U
R
21 + U
L†
12 A22U
R
21
]
+ . . . (3.59)
Im(A˜)12 = Im
[
UL†11 A11U
R
12 + U
L†
12 A21U
R
12 + U
L†
11 A12U
R
22 + U
L†
12 A22U
R
22
]
+ . . . (3.60)
Taking into account the hierarchical nature of the SCKM rotations, A11 = 0 is very welcome
as the potentially dangerous first terms in (3.59) and (3.60) drop out.
3.4.2 Electric dipole moments
Concerning the other contributions to Im(A˜)11, the second and third terms in (3.59) are
completely ρ and ω blind and actually drop out too:
Im
[
UL†12 A21U
R
11 + U
L†
11 A12U
R
21
]
= Im
[
− sin θ2e−iφγ2 cos θ1eiφ − cos θ2γ1 sin θ1
]
= 0 (3.61)
All that remains is the last term in (3.59) that yields
Im(A˜)11 ≈ Im
[
UL†12 A22U
R
21
]
= A0δ sin θ1 sin θ2 sin(ψ − φ) (3.62)
where δ is the magnitude of the 22 entry of A, c.f. (3.56), and θi are the relevant SCKM
mixing angles given by formula (3.50) The sin(ψ − φ) factor33 can be readily estimated
from (3.48) and (3.56):
sin(ψ − φ) ≈
(
∆a22
a22
− ∆y22
y22
)
ε1
ε2
sinφ1 =
(
∆a22
a22
− ∆y22
y22
)
ε¯ sinφ1. (3.63)
Restoring the flavour index and using δf = af22ε
f2
2 one can write at leading order:
Im(A˜f )11 ≈ A0 sin θf1 sin θf2εf1εf2
(
∆af22 −
af22
yf22
∆yf22
)
sinφ1 (3.64)
and recast (using identification (2.11)) everything in terms of the phenomenological pa-
rameters as follows:
Im(A˜u)11 ≈ A0
(
∆au22 −
au22
yu22
∆yu22
)
1
4
ε¯3ε2 sinφ1 + . . .
Im(A˜d)11 ≈ A0
(
∆ad22 −
ad22
yd22
∆yd22
)
ε5 sinφ1 + . . . (3.65)
Im(A˜e)11 ≈ A0
(
∆ae22 −
ae22
ye22
∆ye22
)
1
9
ε5 sinφ1 + . . .
33Notice that (as expected) it is actually the phase difference of the 22 entry of the Yukawa and trilinear
couplings that drives the EDM’s here. Thus, an overall phase associated with σ in order to resolve the
δCKM issue (c.f. section 2.1.1) does not alter the current predictions.
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Here we made use of the fact that the Cabibbo-like angles are given approximately by34
sin θu,d,e1,2 ∼ ε¯/2, ε, ε/3 respectively and εu1 ∼ εε¯, εu2 ∼ ε, εd,e1 ∼ ε2, εd,e2 ∼ ε.
It is obvious that if the A-terms and the Yukawa couplings are linearly dependent (in
the matrix sense) these quantities vanish as expected. Note also that the fact αi and γi
are real in a chosen basis does not play any role and the argument can be generalized to
any other basis, because the effect is driven by sin(φ − ψ) which is sensitive only to the
relative phases between the trilinear and Yukawa couplings.
Simple numerical estimate:
If CP is broken (spontaneously) only by the flavon VEVs the imaginary part of the relevant
mass-insertion parameter |Im(δfLR)11| is given from (3.8) by
|Im(δu,d,lLR )11| ∼
vu,d
〈m˜u,d〉2LR
|Im(A˜u,d,e)11|+ . . . (3.66)
using the relevant formulae for the relevant SCKM trilinear couplings (3.65) one gets ap-
proximately (at the GUT scale):
|Im(δuLR)11| ∼
A0v
m20
tan β√
1 + tan2 β
∣∣∣∣∆au22 − au22yu22∆yu22
∣∣∣∣ 14 ε¯3ε2 sinφ1 (3.67)
|Im(δdLR)11| ∼
A0v
m20
1√
1 + tan2 β
∣∣∣∣∆ad22 − ad22yd22∆yd22
∣∣∣∣ ε5 sinφ1
|Im(δℓLR)11| ∼
A0v
m20
1√
1 + tan2 β
∣∣∣∣∆ae22 − ae22ye22∆ye22
∣∣∣∣ 19ε5 sinφ1
which (taking into account the running effects, c.f. section 3.2.4, and choosing tan β =
10, A0 = 100 GeV, m0 = 100 GeV yielding at the low scale 〈m˜u,d〉LR ∼ 500 GeV and
〈m˜l〉LR ∼ 200) leads to the following approximate predictions at the low (MZ) scale:
|Im(δuLR)11|∼ 3×10−7
A0
100 GeV
(
500GeV
〈m˜u〉LR
)2( ε
0.15
)3( ε
0.05
)2 ∣∣∣∣∆au22 − au22yu22∆yu22
∣∣∣∣ sinφ1
|Im(δdLR)11|∼ 1×10−6
A0
100 GeV
(
500GeV
〈m˜d〉LR
)2( ε
0.15
)5 10
tan β
∣∣∣∣∆ad22 − ad22yd22∆yd22
∣∣∣∣ sinφ1 (3.68)
|Im(δℓLR)11|∼ 4×10−7
A0
100 GeV
(
200GeV
〈m˜e〉LR
)2( ε
0.15
)5 10
tan β
∣∣∣∣∆ae22 − ae22ye22∆ye22
∣∣∣∣ sinφ1
Thus, one can satisfy the experimental limits on dn, dHg and de (c.f. Tables 1, 2 and 3)
even without extra fine-tuning (for the Mercury EDM this can be achieved for somewhat
larger tan β ∼ 50 and/or ε below 0.15 which is, however, compatible with the Yukawa fits,
c.f. [16]).
34The relative factors of 2 and 3 between the down-quark and up-quark and charged lepton mixings come
from yu22 : y
d
22 : y
e
22 = 2 : 1 : 3, i.e. the Georgi-Jarlskog type of hierarchy in the relevant Yukawa matrices,
c.f. formulae (3.18) and (2.20).
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EDMs in the CMSSM approach:
Let us compare our predictions for the EDMs with the traditional CMSSM to the SUSY
CP problem sketched at the beginning of the section. Taking into account the suppressions
entering the first generation Yukawa eigenvalues |y˜d11| ∼ ε4 and |y˜u11| ∼ ε2ε¯2 one can recast
the generic (GUT-scale) mSUGRA (or CMSSM) relations (3.10) in the form very similar
to the one of (3.67):
|Im(δu11)LR| ∼
Im(A0)v
m20
tan β√
1 + tan2 β
ε2ε¯2 (3.69)
|Im(δd,l11 )LR| ∼
Im(A0)v
m20
1√
1 + tan2 β
ε4
Comparing (3.69) to (3.67) one can easily see that the effective approach gains at least one
power of extra Cabibbo suppression with respect to the mSUGRA (or CMSSM) ansatz at
worst, without any reference to the details of the particular SUSY breaking mechanism35.
Understanding the results:
The decent total suppression of Im(δfLR)11 in the SU(3) model under consideration comes
from several sources: 1. The leading contribution containing a phase comes from the 22
term of A that requires two Cabibbo-like mixings ∼ O (ε2) in the down quark sector and
typically even more ∼ O (14 ε¯2) in the up quark sector to work its way to 11 entry via
SCKM rotations. 2. The magnitude of the 22 entry of A is suppressed by O(ε2) and O(ε2)
as for the corresponding Yukawa sector 22 element. 3. The phase of the 22 term is also
suppressed because it comes from the 〈φ123〉2〈φ23〉2 term that is further ∼ O (ε) suppressed
with respect to any would-be common phase in the leading part coming from 〈φ23〉2〈φ23〉2.
Thus, both sinφ and sinψ are naturally in ∼ O (ε) region. All this together, this accounts
for the fifth power of the small parameters in the formulae (3.67).
EDMs in non-tri-bimaximal SU(3) models:
In non-tribimaximal SU(3) family models there is an O(1) phase in either the 12 or 21
entry of A, and in addition, the phase of the 22 entry of A relative to that of the Yukawa
matrix element is not suppressed. This results in the EDMs predicted in these models being
typically of order ε4 as in the CMSSM. The reason why the tri-bimaximal SU(3) models
have an additional suppression as discussed above is due to the smaller number of leading
order operators entering the 12 sector of A. Indeed, the tri-bimaximal model involves fewer
physical phases as compared to the more complicated non-tri-bimaximal setups where the
12 block contains contributions from larger number of higher order operators with more
phases.
35Here, as before, we implicitly assume that the effective soft SUSY-breaking sector does conform the
SU(3) family symmetry.
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3.4.3 CP violation in neutral Kaon system - ε′K/εK
While the rephasing needed to bring VCKM into the standard form leaves (A˜u,d)11 (driving
the EDMs) intact, it does indeed affect the (A˜d)12 entry (with possible effects on ε
′
K/εK).
Taking into account the smallness of ωu − ωd and the relevant formulae for ρd (3.53)
and (3.54), the net effect generated onto (A˜d)12 is given from (3.58):
(A˜d)12 ∼ Ad12eiρ
d
cos θd1 cos θ
d
2 −Ad21eiρ
d
sin θd1 sin θ
d
2 −Ad22ei(ρ
d−φd) cos θd1 sin θ
d
2 + . . .
= A0
[
γd1e
iρd cos θd1 cos θ
d
2 − δdei(ρ
d+ψd−φd) cos θd1 sin θ
d
2 +O(sin2 θd1,2)
]
+ . . .(3.70)
which in terms of ε, ε gives roughly (note that one can not a priori neglect either of these
two terms, because the Cabibbo suppression ∝ sin θd2 in the second term is compensated
by the hierarchy between δ and γ1, c.f. (3.56) so they can both generate comparable
contributions)
Re(A˜d)12 ∼ A0ε3, Im(A˜d)12 . A0 ε4 sinφ1 (3.71)
where we have used36 (for small ρd and ψd − φd)
sin(ρd + ψd − φd) ≈ sin ρd + sin(ψd − φd) + . . . (3.72)
together with formulae (3.63), (3.53) and (3.54). Substituting into (3.6) one obtains (at
the GUT-scale):
|Re(δdLR)12| ≈
A0v
m20
ε3√
1 + tan2 β
, (3.73)
|Im(δdLR)12| .
A0v
m20
ε4√
1 + tan2 β
sinφ1 .
Taking into account the running effects discussed in section 3.2.4 this leads to the low-scale
prediction (choosing tan β = 10, A0 = 100 GeV, m0 = 100 GeV yielding at the low scale
〈m˜d〉LR ∼ 500 GeV):
|Re(δdLR)12| ∼ 4× 10−5
A0
100 GeV
(
500GeV
〈m˜d〉LR
)2( ε
0.15
)3 10
tan β
(3.74)
|Im(δdLR)12| ∼ 6× 10−6
A0
100 GeV
(
500GeV
〈m˜d〉LR
)2( ε
0.15
)4 10
tan β
sinφ1
We can see that the detailed analysis alleviated the apparent tension in |Im(δdLR)12| (iden-
tified previously in section 3.3) by almost an order of magnitude. The numbers (3.74) are
indeed well within the current experimental limits, c.f. Table 1.
36Notice the apparent rephasing invariance of our results, in particular (3.62), (3.54) and (3.70) - indeed,
all physics depends only on differences of the relevant phase angles! This also justifies the simplification of
working with real VEV of the Georgi-Jarlskog field (σ) only, c.f. section 2.1.1.
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4. Conclusions
The Flavour Problem of the Standard Model has become even more intriguing following
the discovery of neutrino mass and mixing. The solution to the Flavour Problem may well
call for a spontaneously broken Family Symmetry, with non-Abelian Family Symmetries
emerging as being particularly suitable for accounting for large lepton mixing angles via the
see-saw mechanism with sequential dominance and vacuum alignment of flavon VEVs. In
particular tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing could originate from constrained sequential dom-
inance. Such non-Abelian family symmetries, when combined appropriately with SUSY,
also control the structure of the soft mass matrices, leading to suppressed SUSY induced
flavour changing neutral currents. For example SU(3) family symmetry predicts universal
soft scalar mass squared matrices in the symmetry limit. If CP is spontaneously broken
by flavon VEVs then such a scenario also leads to suppressed SUSY induced CP violation,
since CP is preserved in the symmetry limit. In the real world where SU(3) family symme-
try is spontaneously broken by flavon VEVs, non-universal soft masses and CP violating
effects may be determined in terms of powers of the symmetry breaking flavon VEVs,
leading to suppressed and calculable effects.
We have analysed this possibility in some detail here, focussing on the case of SU(3)
family symmetry with tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing from constrained sequential domi-
nance. Using a bottom-up approach with the only assumption that the SUSY breaking
sector follows the constraints imposed by the (yet unbroken) family symmetry, we expanded
the Yukawa and soft trilinear and scalar mass squared matrices and kinetic terms in powers
of the flavons used to spontaneously break the SU(3) family symmetry, and the canonically
normalized versions of these matrices were constructed. The soft mass matrices were then
expressed in the Super-CKM basis, and the leading order mass insertion parameters were
calculated, and are shown to satisfy the experimental constraints from flavour changing
neutral current processes. At each stage in the calculation we keep track of the dimension-
less coefficients, enabling a full detailed analysis that was not previously possible for the
more complicated previous version of the SU(3) model without tri-bimaximal mixing.
Assuming that the flavon VEVs break CP spontaneously, the next-to-leading order
effects responsible for CP violation were then estimated, and the predictions for electric
dipole moments were shown to have an additional Cabibbo suppression compared to both
the non-tribimaximal SU(3) models and that predicted from the CMSSM, and may be
further suppressed if the high energy trilinear soft parameter is assumed to be relatively
small. However, in the absence of such additional suppression, we expect that µ→ eγ and
EDMs should be observed soon, if the approach presented here is correct. We also predict
that, unlike in the CMSSM, ε′K/εK in the neutral Kaon system may be dominated by the
SUSY operator O8. We also discussed the additional constraints from unification, which
can lead to further predictions for flavour changing in our scheme.
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It is interesting to compare the SU(3) approach here to the CMSSM. In the CMSSM
there is no understanding of the origin of flavour, and instead an ad hoc assumption is made
that the soft mass matrices take a universal form at some high energy scale such as the GUT
or Planck scale. However the universal soft masses and the µ parameter are complex in
general, leading to CP violation and large contributions to EDMs. In the SU(3) approach,
such universality is achieved only in the exact symmetry limit where the Yukawa couplings
are zero. In the real world the Yukawa couplings originate from flavon VEVs which break
the family symmetry, and these flavon VEVs simultaneously induce non-universalities in
the soft mass matrices and also spontaneously break the CP symmetry.
The result is that, at the high energy scale where flavour emerges from the flavon
VEVs, the soft mass matrices will already contain small off-diagonal entries as well as
deviations from universality at the diagonal positions, suppressed by parameters similar to
those that govern the small Yukawa couplings. In other words the high scale soft masses
are not predicted to be universal, but the non-universal soft masses are suppressed by
Yukawa couplings, leading to highly suppressed non-universal soft masses associated with
the first and second families, but large non-universal soft masses associated with the third
family. The CP violation is similarly suppressed, with the highly suppressed first family
CP violation leading to EDMs being an order of magnitude more suppressed than in the
CMSSM, yet relatively large CP violation in the b-sector, much larger than in the CMSSM.
In our bottom-up approach, the Yukawa and soft mass matrices all emerge from in-
dependent uncorrelated operator expansions expressed in terms of powers of flavon fields.
A similar expansion for the kinetic form also leads to non-canonical kinetic terms, and we
have rotated these matrices to the canonical basis of kinetic terms before interpreting the
results. In the canonical basis, the non-universality of the soft trilinear and scalar mass
squared matrices is suppressed by ratios of powers of flavon fields to the typical mass scale
in the messenger sector responsible for the non-renormalizable operators.
In this paper we have assumed that the messenger sector responsible for the soft oper-
ators is the same as that responsible for the Yukawa couplings and kinetic terms, leading to
expressions for the soft mass matrices in terms of the same expansion parameters ε, ε¯ which
describe the Yukawa matrices. This is an important assumption since it leads to quite pre-
dictive soft mass matrices in the canonical basis, expressed as powers of these expansion
parameters (with generic O(1) coefficients which depend on the degree to which the kinetic
operators and Yukawa and soft operators are misaligned) and non-universality controlled
by the expansion parameters ε, ε¯. With these assumptions, the smallness of FCNCs and
CP violation then originates entirely from the underlying SU(3) family symmetry breaking
pattern. In particular, it leads to an expectation that most of the flavour violation should
come from the RR and LR/RL sectors.
However, in specific SUSY breaking schemes there may be additional suppressions
of non-universality, corresponding to the case where the SUSY breaking effects factorize,
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clearly seen in the structure of the coefficients in the canonical basis, as in mSUGRA for
example. In the Super-CKM basis, this possible additional suppression effect is seen most
manifestly. Although we have not considered such an additional suppression here, it may
be necessary to invoke it when dealing with other family symmetries such as SO(3) which
only acts on the left-handed sector, leading to unsuppressed FCNCs from the right-handed
sector unless such additional suppression is present. However, with SU(3) family symmetry,
no such additional suppression is required, but could be desirable for µ→ eγ and EDMs.
In summary, SU(3) family symmetry is capable of providing a good solution to the
flavour problem, not only in the Standard Model, but also in its SUSY extensions, leading
to predictions for FCNCs and CP violation compatible with the current limits, some of
them (µ→ eγ and EDM’s in particular) capable of being observed soon. In particular there
is no need for a very heavy first and second family of squarks and sleptons in order to obtain
EDMs compatible with the current bounds, and it is quite possible to have these sparticles
being relatively light, as required in order to account for the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon. On the other hand, the slight tension in µ → eγ is alleviated in the large
tan β regime, quite along the lines of the full third family Yukawa unification. Moreover, a
non-universal third family of squarks and sleptons is a generic prediction of this approach
[50], and it might be the case that the third family sparticles could be heavier than the
first two families. However CP violation in the third family of squarks and sleptons is
expected to be small, with third family CP violating phases being only of order a few per
cent, which implies that electroweak baryogenesis is probably not viable in this approach,
and CP violation in the Higgs sector will not be observed in any SUSY model of this kind.
The results presented here apply to a wide class of SUSY models, and are not restricted
to the MSSM, or to any particular type of SUSY breaking, only relying on the SU(3)
symmetry. If the constraints of unification such as SO(10) are imposed then this leads
to even more tightly constrained predictions relating the squark and slepton masses and
flavour violation, as we have discussed.
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Appendices
A. Higher order φ3, φ¯3 insertions in the soft masses and Ka¨hler potential
The full set of SU(3)-allowed contractions that could enter the expansion of the soft SUSY-
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breaking mass parameters and the Ka¨hler potential up to fourth order in number of flavon
insertions (with utmost two occurences of the “small” VEVs of the φ123, φ23 type) reads:
(C0)
i
j : δ
i
j (A.1)
(C2)
i
j : (φ3)j(φ
∗
3)
i, (φ23)j(φ
∗
23)
i, (φ123)j(φ
∗
123)
i, δij(φ3.φ
∗
3), δ
i
j(φ23.φ
∗
23), δ
i
j(φ123.φ
∗
123),
(φ¯∗3)j(φ¯3)
i, (φ¯∗23)j(φ¯23)
i, (φ¯∗123)j(φ¯123)
i, δij(φ¯
∗
3.φ¯3), δ
i
j(φ¯
∗
23.φ¯23), δ
i
j(φ¯
∗
123.φ¯123)
(C4)
i
j : δ
i
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i
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∗
123)(φ3.φ
∗
3), δ
i
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∗
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∗
23),
δij(φ123.φ
∗
3)(φ3.φ
∗
123), (φ3)j(φ
∗
3)
i(φ3.φ
∗
3), (φ3)j(φ
∗
3)
i(φ23.φ
∗
23), (φ3)j(φ
∗
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i(φ123.φ
∗
123),
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∗
23)
i(φ3.φ
∗
3), (φ123)j(φ
∗
123)
i(φ3.φ
∗
3), (φ23)j(φ
∗
3)
i(φ3.φ
∗
23), (φ3)j(φ
∗
23)
i(φ23.φ
∗
3),
(φ123)j(φ
∗
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i(φ3.φ
∗
123), (φ3)j(φ
∗
123)
i(φ123.φ
∗
3),
εjklε
imn(φ23)k(φ3)l(φ
∗
23)
m(φ∗3)
n, εjklε
imn(φ123)k(φ3)l(φ
∗
123)
m(φ∗3)
n,
δij(φ¯3.φ¯
∗
3)(φ¯3.φ¯
∗
3), δ
i
j(φ¯23.φ¯
∗
23)(φ¯3.φ¯
∗
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j(φ¯123.φ¯
∗
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∗
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i
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∗
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∗
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∗
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∗
23)j(φ¯3)
i(φ¯∗3.φ¯23), (φ¯
∗
3)j(φ¯23)
i(φ¯∗23.φ¯3),
(φ¯∗123)j(φ¯3)
i(φ¯∗3.φ¯123), (φ¯
∗
3)j(φ¯123)
i(φ¯∗123.φ¯3),
εjklε
imn(φ¯∗23)k(φ¯
∗
3)l(φ¯23)
m(φ¯3)
n, εjklε
imn(φ¯∗123)k(φ¯
∗
3)l(φ¯123)
m(φ¯3)
n,
δij(φ3.φ¯3)(φ
∗
3.φ¯
∗
3), (φ3)j(φ¯3)
i(φ∗3.φ¯
∗
3), (φ
∗
3)j(φ¯
∗
3)
i(φ3.φ¯3),
(φ23)j(φ¯3)
i(φ¯∗3.φ
∗
23), (φ¯
∗
23)j(φ
∗
3)
i(φ3.φ¯23), (φ3)j(φ¯23)
i(φ¯∗23.φ
∗
3), (φ¯
∗
3)j(φ
∗
23)
i(φ23.φ¯3),
(φ123)j(φ¯3)
i(φ¯∗3.φ
∗
123), (φ¯
∗
123)j(φ
∗
3)
i(φ3.φ¯123),
(φ3)j(φ¯123)
i(φ¯∗123.φ
∗
3), (φ¯
∗
3)j(φ
∗
123)
i(φ123.φ¯3),
εjklε
imn(φ23)k(φ¯
∗
3)l(φ
∗
23)
m(φ¯3)
n, εjklε
imn(φ¯∗23)k(φ3)l(φ¯23)
m(φ∗3)
n,
εjklε
imn(φ123)k(φ¯
∗
3)l(φ
∗
123)
m(φ¯3)
n, εjklε
imn(φ¯∗123)k(φ3)l(φ¯123)
m(φ∗3)
n}
However, there is no need to take all these terms into account as it is easy to see that
only the effects of the underlined terms are nontrivial in the sense that they can not be
mimicked by changing the Wilson coefficient of some of the other underlined terms.
Note also that if the family symmetry was purely continuous the D-flattness aligns
all flavour charges of φ’s and φ¯’s to be conjugated37. In such a case the list above can be
extended to account also for the φ → φ¯† symmetry. This, however, does not affect the
shape of the “irreducible” set of operators.
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